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Agencies discus
local issues, need:
for volunteers at:
KCCVS meeting"

Wednesday, September ts 20”

Hancock
station
receives
NSF grant
Sy Sawn Mogul.
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray
State's Hancock Biological
Station(HBS),the University of
Montana's Flathead Lake
Biological Station (MRS), the
of
Kentucky,
University
Montana State University and
the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications
(NCSA. University of Illinois)
received a $6 million cyborinfrastructure grant from the
National Science Foundation.
The funding will allow for
state-of-the-an environmental
sensors to be placed in
Kentucky Lake and Flathead
Lake to understand and visualize ecological processes.
"A main motivation of the
consortium is to effectively contribute to the great national ecological challenges as stated the
Nation Science Foundation bow do we respond to anticipated climatic and land use
changes, coupled with the
spread of invasive species," said
David White, director of the
Hancock Biological Station,
Using comparisons between
Kentucky Lake and Flathead
Lake, the cooriggiftzakeila
to answer dine bask (millions.
First. the group will examine
climate trends, bow people and
land use changes correlate with
climate patterns, and can the
interactions be modeled to
examine other scenarios to help
people adapt to environmental

II See Page 2A
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1St The Immolated Flees
Wednesday.. Mostly sunny.
Highs in the lower Ns.
Northeast winds 5 to 10 mph.
Wednesday night.. Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 50s.
sunny.
Thursday...Partly
Highs in the lower 80s.
night.. Partly
Thursday
cloudy. Lows in the upper 50s.
Friday...Partly sunny. Highs in
the lower 005.
Friday night...Mostly cloudy
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the lower 80s.
Saturday.. Mostly cloudy with
a 20 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. Highs in the
• lower 80s.
night...Partly
Saturday
cloudy. A 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Lows in the mid 60s.
Sunday.. Partly cloudy. A 20
percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Highs In the
lower 00e.
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Representatives from the Kentucky
Commission on Community Volunteerism
and Service met with non-profit
from Murray and aroundorganist *eget!
Kentucky Tuesday to discuss conununity
needs.
KCCVS Executive Director Eilemi:
Cackowski said the meeting was the last
six regional fotums that had been heti
across the state. She said that during the.
*Doming and afternoon sessions, thei,
would focus on the federal AnieriCorpi
program and related grants. A federal mandate required KCCVS to ask for input on
community needs to include in its threeyear State Service Plan, according to a
press release from the agency.
KYSER LOUGH/Ledger a Times
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Offer to help takes county couple
on recent Appalachia
11V1111111 LOWS* • --Staff VVrtter
ince and Anita Hartigan might not have realized what
they were getting into with the simple question "Can
we help?" but 24,000 miles on their car and 2,000 on
their motorhome later and they were happy they offered their
services.
Vince and Anita, who live in New Concord, heard about
their daughter's plan to hike the Appalachian trail with her
husband. Being avid travelers themselves, Vince and Anita
asked if there was any way they could help. As it turned out,
there was.
As Georgia "Mom" and Randy "Windtalker" hiked the
2,175 of Appalachian Trail from March to September in
2006, Vince and Anita provided "rolling trail support" by following them in their motorhome. The Hartigans would park
their motorhome at a campsite and then drive out in their car
to meet Georgia and Randy at various spots along the trail.
"We'd bring them food and trade out their day packs for
their heavy pack, depending on what type of hiking they
were doing," Vince said.
In addition to supply.runs, Vince and Anita also carried
Georgia and Randy into town and to their campsite to cook

Suiniort
them meals. While Georgia and Randy enjoyed the amenities
of a motorhome like a hot meal or cold soda, they never
spent a night inside.
"Vince jokingly informed as that the RV only slept twoand that was that," Randy said. "Even if sleeping in the RV
had been an option, we would not have taken advantage of it
because we enjoyed staying in our tent or in the shelters with
other hikers so much. We also wanted to be a part of the
'wilderness experience' as much as possible."
They didn't just help Georgia and Randy, their services
extended to anyone hiking the trails. They frequently left
"trail magic" for other hikers as well.
"Trail magic is stuff like high protein and calorie bars,
fruits, vegetebles and soda. It's an offering to thru-hikers
since they don't have room to Carry as much stuff.
Sometimes you leave it out, sometimes stick around," Vince
said.

II See Page 2A

GOP health we
road show features
McConnell, McCain
Sy mai mass
and LAUME ERMAN
Associated Press Writers
CHARLOTIE, N.C. (AP) — An odtl
couple of Republican senators have hit th0
road, arguing for a go-slow approach de
President Barack Obama's push to revanio
health care.
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell of
Kentucky and 2008 presidential nominee
John McCain are headlining the GOP's
answer to the raucous town hall meetings
of August in which congressional

•See Pegs 2A

Preparations for
new bridge require
closure across dam
Special to the Ledger
G/LBERTSVILLE, Ky. - A
contractor for the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers plans to
temporarily close U.S. 62 and
U.S. 641 across Kentucky Dam
Matting Wednesday, Sept. 9, to
begin preliminary road work
required to tie in a new
Thuiessee River Bridge being
constructed below the dam,
according to Keith Todd, public
information officer for the
Transportation
Kentucky
Cabinet's District One-Paducah
and District Two-Madisonville.
U.S. 62 and U.S. 641 will be
closed from the U.S. 641/KY
282 Interchange at U.S. 62 mile
point 11.023 at the west end of

the dam to the KY 453/Dover
Road Interchange near the 1
mile marker in Livingston
County. The closure is scheduled to start at approximately 8
cm.,CDT,on Wednesday, Sept
9. A marked detour will be provided via Interstate 24, he said.
According to Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet District
1 Chief District Engineer Jim
LeFevre, this is the first round
of work required to make cosnections to the new bridge.
"We realize this temporary
closure of U.S. 62 at the
and
County
Marshall
Livingston County line between

•See Page 2A

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger & limes

NEEDLE AND THREAD: Faith Curry, 6, of Murray, sews a button onto her fabric this week
during a meeting of 'Learn to Sew," sponsored by the UK Cooperative Extension Service of
Calloway County. The group met at the American Legion Building and had a large turnout.
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II Hancock station ...
From Front
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changes? Second, what are the
individual and
interactive
effects of climate variability and
land use on stream flow and
water quality'? And, third, how
resilient are Kentucky and
Montana lakes and rivers to climate and land use change, and
what are the vital signs that
forecast economic decline and
stagnation of human well
being'? In other words, how can
these large lakes best be used as
environmental sentinels locally
and nationally'?
Data from both lakes will be
used in the development of
graphic and 3-D visualization
applications through NCSA.
New types of sensors will be
developed by researchers from
UK and U of L. some of which
also will be deployed in eastern
Kentucky streams by Eastern
Kentucky University and at
other Montana sites. The cyberinfrastructure plan will serve
regional ecological research
communities, enhance student

III GOP health care
From Front
Democrats had to shout over
angry constituents about health
Care, growing deficits and the
increasing role of the federal
government.
Not known for working closety or particularly liking each
other — the two waged a fierce
fight for years over campaign
finance — McConnell and
McCain nonetheless have been
tmited at three events in two
days in which they've urged a
more modest approach on
gbama's top domestic priority.
:In North Carolina on Tuesday,
they interacted with something
close to deference, unity and
self-deprecation.
McConnell
introduced
cCain as the "famous GOP
Senator."
McCain answered,"You mean
bur most famous loser."
Hardly an upbeat outlook, but
bp health care they have reasons
lo work together and try to
flame Republican opposition to
4r comprehensive health care
overhaul in thoughtful and cred4•1e terms.
.7Start
with the GOP's drive to
:recover in next year's midterm
;elections after the drubbing
epublicans took from Obama
frici the Democrats in 2008. To
,Ito that, they must bring the
*emocrats down a notch from
An effective hold on 60 Senate
otes, potentially enough to kill
GOP filibusters and control pot, icy.
Political recovery is an issue
for McCain, too.
The decorated war veteran and
recognized expert on national
-tecurity and campaign finance
reform has largely deferred to
other Republicans on health
re although the Arizona law4iaker is a member of the Senate
tealth, Education, Labor and
. fensions Committee. But in
*cent weeks, McCain has been
.iputspoken on health care overSaul and its pricetag of $1 trilion-plus over 10 years and bas•Ing his argument on his reputa...
. Don as a deficit hawk.
:Health care also offers
• McCain a chance to revise his

II Journey...

education and research experiences at the participating universities, provide K-12 ecological education, and serve as outreach to other community members.
consortium
"The
team
includes two of the most successful biological field stations
in the country with 25 years history of collaborations," said
White - Hancock Biological
Station and Flathead Lake
Biological Station, under the
direction of Jack Stanford.
Kentucky is receiving $3 million to perform its part of the
project. The MSU effort will be
led by Dr. Susan Hendricks,
senior research scientist at
Hancock Biological Station; Dr.
David White, Commonwealth
Chair for Ecosystem Studies
and director of Hancock
Biological Station; and Dr.
George Kipphut, chair of the
department of geosciences.
More information can be
found
at
www.murraystate.edu/hbs/vocis.

From Front

Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are donors Jack and Janice Rose; Keith Travis, MCCH vice president of
Institutional Development; Keith Bailey, MCCH CEO; and Judge-Executive Larry Elkins,
MCCH board member.

M-CC Endowment receives
latest donation from Roses

•••

image
with
millions of
Americans and fill the elder
statesman role embodied by his
friend and former colleague, the
late Sen. Edward M. Kennedy.
Together, McConnell and
McCain — joined by other
Republican senators — held
campaign-style events at tightly
controlled events in Missouri,
North Carolina and Florida on
Monday and Tuesday with
Congress set to return next
week. Missouri Sen. Kit Bond,
Richard Burr of North Carolina
and Mel Martinez of Florida
hosted the discussions. The
National Republican Senatorial
Committee paid for travel-related expenses.
On Monday, at a Kansas City,
Mo., hospital, McCain and
McConnell appeared before a
group of about 100 health care
professionals — half invited by
the retiring Republican senator
and half by the hospital.
"We wanted to hear about it
with people wilo are on the front
lines," said Bond. "They are all
concerned about who is going to
pay for this grandiose expansion" of government services.
In Charlotte on Tuesday.
McCain cited his credentials as
a deficit hawk and faulted
Obama for not offering his own
health care plan — echoing a
complaint from former Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, RKan.
"The president has not come
forward with a proposal,"
McCain said, sounding like he
was still on the campaign trail.
"He's supposed to lead. Where
is his proposal?"
Democratic leaders have said
that health care must be
revamped to make it more
affordable and accessible.
McConnell
called
for
Congress "to step back, start
over and think about incremental changes" to the health care
system and warned against
Democrats using procedural
maneuvers to ram through their
version without Republican
support.
That, McConnell said, "will
make it even hard to sell to the
Americans people."

Special to Ow Ledger

ties for our citizens, which
Murray residents, Jack and reflect the values of a very carJanice Rose, recently donated ing community," said Jack Rose.
$10,000 to the Murray- "We believe the new Hospice
Calloway
Endowment for House and the new hospital will
Healthcare. Their donation will result in Murray-Calloway
be used to name a patient room County Hospital becoming the
in the Residential Hospital regional medical center we need
Hospice, which will benefit and want."
families and patients throughout
The Residential Hospice
our region when completed, House will be a 12-bed, residenaccording to Allison Sloan, tial facility. Designed to provide
MCCH marketing specialist.
patients with limited life
"We are pleased to participate expectancy a nurturing, homein the MCCH Hospice House like setting; a hospice house is a
Program. The new Hospice place where life's journey can
House will provide opportuni- end peacefully and in dignity,

•Bridge work ...
P&L Railroad tracks off the dam
and over to a new railroad
Grand Rivers and Gilbertsville bridge
that runs parallel to the
will be a major inconvenience to
new highway river crossing,
area commuters and tourists visadded.
Todd
iting the lakes area. However,
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
this preliminary work is necessary to start the process of con- Project Engineer Tony Ellis says
necting traffic to the new to stay on track to open the
bridge,", LeFevre said. "The bridge in early 2010, the prelimCorps of Engineers expects the inary road work for the
new bridge to be ready for traf- approaches had to be completed
fic sometime after the first of
this fall.
next year. To be prepared for
"The dirt work and paving
that timetable the contractor
required
to prepare for the evenneeds to construct temporary
tual
opening
of the new bridge
roadway connections this fall."
Approximately 6,000 vehi- has to be completed before the
cles travel U.S. 62 and U.S. 641 end of this construction season,"
across Kentucky Dam in an Ellis said. "If we waited until
average day. LeFevre says com- winter weather hit it would be
pleting highway connections to difficult to get the connections
the new bridge will require
completed until late Spring of
another temporary closure
next year. We appreciate the
sometime in later in the year.
"Right now, we want to pro- patience of the public as we go
vide plenty of advance notice so about this work."
U.S. 62/U.S. 641 traffic will
everyone can be prepared for
this temporary closure of U.S. detour via Interstate 24 and KY
62 and U.S. 641 across 453 between Grand Rivers and
Kentucky Dam," LeFevre said.
Kentucky Dam Village State
U.S. 62 and U.S. 641 current- Park at Gilbertsville. Weather
ly travel atop Kentucky Dam to
permitting, the work is expected
cross the Tennessee River.
to take about three weeks to
Traffic is being moved to the
Jim
Smith
new bridge to prepare for future complete.
Contracting
Rivers
of
Grand
is
construction of a new lock at the
contractor
the
for
the
bridge
east end of Kentucky Dam. The
project ASO includes moving approach work.

From Front
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WASHINGTON (AP) —
Supreme Court Justice John
Paul Stevens has hired fewer
law clerks than usual, generating speculation that the leader
of the court's liberals will retire
next year.
If Stevens does step down,
he would give President Barack
Obama his second high court
opening in two years.

Time Crier
NOTICE
The
Murray-Calloway
County
Chamber
of
Commerce has issued an
advisory that representatives
from a business are attempting to sell printed magnets to
local businesses and are
claiming to be affiliated with
the Chamber.
Lisa Satterwhite, sales and
marketing specialist at the
chamber, said the business
is legitimate but not affiliated
with the chamber in any way.
She recommended doublechecking with the chamber
before pursuing a business
relationship with anyone who
claims to be working for the
chamber.
For more information, call
the Chamber at 753-5171.
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Justice Stevens slows
his hiring at high court

Network TechnoloiLy

POINT NNaS created in the hopes to prox ide Mc opportunities for
indis iduals to Ns ork together to share and learn from each other.
NN

surrounded by family and
friends.
The
Murray
Residential
Hospice House will be the first
in the region, serving western
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois. All monies raised during 2009 will be matched by an
anonymous donor.
Residents interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway
Endowment for
Healthcare, should contact Keith
Travis at 270-762-1908.
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They also would give rides
to hikers in need, like one who
had gotten an organ transplant
and wasn't faring too well on
the trail. While assisting
Georgia and Randy, Vince and
Anita met a wide spectrum of
other hikers.
"It was really enjoyable, we
met many different people
ranging from high schoolers to
an 80 year-old grandmom,"
Vince said."We saw people
over and over again as they
progressed along the trail and
they were calling us by our
first names by the end."
Randy said it's fairly unusual
to have support on the trail like
they did and some of the other
hikers frowned upon their
approach to the thru-hike at
first.
"When they were able to
benefit from Vince and Anita's
generosity of snacks and
drinks at road crossings, a ride
into town to get supplies or a
ride to the hospital because
they were injured, their opinions changed. So many hikers
had met them along the way
that they had become part of
our 'trail family,— Randy said.
Having Vince and Anita
along became critical during
their approach of Mt. Rogers
in Virginia. Randy and Georgia
were caught in a sudden rainstorm and severe temperature
drop that soaked them and
their equipment. After managing to set up their tent and get
inside, they found just enough
cell phone service to call Vince
and Anita to come rescue
them.
"Amazingly, they had not
had cell service either until the
moment we called them ... they
immediately came and got us,"
Randy said.
The families would see each
other almost every day, and go
no more than three to five days
without contact. Despite the
closeness, both said they never
got sick of each other.
"It was always great to see
them ... and recount our adventure since we had seen them
last. Since they were having an
adventure of their own, we got
to hear about what had happened to them since we last
saw them. It was a lot of fun
and them being there added a
whole different dimension to
the trip," Randy said.
Overall, Vince and Anita said
they enjoyed the six months
spent on the road and trail and
would love to do it again. They
said it never got old because
they were on the go all the
time scouting locations to meet
Randy and Georgia or running
into town to get supplies. They
even took their cat,
Meowmeow, along with them.
"We would do it again.
We've even thought about
going back to Georgia sometime just to set up and do trail
magic for the hikers," Vince
said.
Randy and Georgia said having them on the trip was
invaluable and while they
could have completed the thruhike on their own it would not
have been as much fun or nearly as memorable.
While Vince and Anita didn't
keep a journal of their adventures. Anita started writing out
memories of their travels after
they got home. She realized
that they had to seek out a lot
of their trail crossings and
thought it would be good to
document all the places they
•
were able to camp and meet
Randy and Georgia. 146 pages
later, "Exploring the
Appalachian Trail by RV, Sort
of..." was published, featuring
documentation of the journey
along with photos, maps and
Anita's recipe for nutrition
cookies that she would bake
for the hikers.
The Appalachian Trail was
just another stop on Vince and
Anita's grand tour of the
world, which to date has put
them in all 50 states and 12
foreign countries. They've
lived on a boat for 10 years,
raised and raced sled dogs and
built their own house from the
ground up. Since moving to
New Concord in 1992, they've
managed to stay put but are
still on the lookout for the next
step
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News in Brief
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KY WINS program funds under scrutiny
OWENSBORO, Ky.(AP)-- Kentucky Auditor Crit Luallen's
office is assisting in a soecial review of a statewide community
college work force development program.
Kentucky Community and Technical College System President
Mike McCall met with state Auditor Crit Luallen last month at his
request to discuss questions that have been raised about the program known as KY WINS, the Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer
reports. McCall has requested that an accounting firm audit the
work force education program along with its annual KCTCS
audit.
Luallen sent McCall a letter last week saying her staff would
work with auditors doing the program review and plan to review
their findings.
The paper reported that auditors also will look at how
Owensboro Community and Technical College spent its KY
WINS funds.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Gov. Steve Beshear has
announced that Kentucky is
participating
in an anti-obesity campaign
called
National
Employee
Wellness
Month.
More than
60 companies
across
the &shear
country
are
participating. The program's
goal is to increase awareness
about workplace wellness and
to educate people on how to be.
healthier and more active at.
work.
State employees will have 4
I2-week program in which,
they can participate in
weight-loss
competition.
People who participate in the
Virgin HealthMiles program
are also able to be in a national
steps competition.
Beshear said Tuesday thiit
healthier workplaces coula
help Kentucky when it come•
to its problems with obesity.
heart disease and wellness.

Family donates Medal of Honor to Army unit
DYERSBURG,Tenn.(AP) The family of a Dyersburg soldier who received the Medal of Honor posthumously has donated
his medal to the 101st Airborne Division.
The medal was awarded to 1st Lt. James A. Gardner, who died
in battle in Vietnam on Feb. 7, 1966 — his 23rd birthday.
The State Gazette in Dyersburg reported Gardner's sister. Linda
Gardner-Park, presented the medal to the division's 327th
Regiment on Aug. 14 during a ceremony at Fort Campbell, Ky.
Gardner was one of only 246 recipients of the Medal of Honor
for actions during the Vietnam War.

Fire marshal releases report on prison melee
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The Kentucky Fire Marshal's office
has released a report about the damage at a central Kentucky
prison after inmates rioted.
The Lexington Herald-Leader says the report noted broken
doors, leaning walls, demolished exit signs and plumbing fixtures
ripped from walls.
Prisoners at the medium-security Northpoint Training Center
rioted on Aug. 21 and set fires around the Boyle County facility.
Deputy Fire Marshall Mike Burke said in the report that several
buildings were total losses, but that six dorms could be re-inhabited after plumbing and electrical problems were fixed, fire alarms
were working and inspections were done.
zThe prison is now keeping about 500 of its inmates in two
dorms. Another 7(X) were moved to other prisons in the state.

AP Photo/The Tennessean, Sanford Myers
HAPPY BIRTHDAY: Country Music Hall of Famer Kitty Wells and her husband Johnny Wright
celebrate her 90th birthday at the Texas Troubadour Theatre in Nashville Sunday, August 30.

GILLIAM THOMPSON FURNITURE

2 school buses involved in accident
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Officials say two Jefferson County
public school buses were involved in a collision with a TARC bus
Tuesday morning.
School district spokeswoman Lauren Roberts says no children
were on either school bus at the time of the collision. She says a
school bus driver and a bus monitor were transported to a local
hospital. She didn't know the extent of their injuries, but says she
was told they weren't seriously injured.

Death penalty in play in trial of Paris man
PARIS, Ky.(AP) — A judge has denied a motion to disallow
the death penalty if a minis convicted in the killing of a 6-yearold boy in Paris.
Lewis Ballard is charged with murder and first-degree sodomy
in the August 2(X)7 death of Wesley Dylan Mullins.
Authorities say the boy was visiting his grandfather, with whom
Ballard lived, when he was killed with blows to the head.
The Lexington Herald-Leader reported Ballard's attorneys asked
Bourbon Circuit Court Judge Rob Johnson to reconsider excluding the death penalty because of what they call the defendant's
"subaverage intelligence."
Ballard's trial is scheduled for October.
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LABOR DAY WEEKEND SPECIAL!

GET A FREE OMAHA STEAKS®
GOURMET PACKAGE!
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Hearings ordered on funding of service agency
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A federal appeals panel this week
gave opponents of publicly funding faith-based organizations
another chance to make their case, sending the long-running
Kentucky case back to a lower court for more consideration.
Plaintiffs contend that Kentucky Baptist Homes for Children,
now known as Sunrise Children's Services, received $1(X) million
in state funding and used money to indoctrinate children in its
care.
"This case gives Kentucky taxpayers pretty much a green light
to challenge public funding of religion," said Barry W. Lynn,
executive director of Americans United for Separation of Church
and State, in response to the ruling by a three-judge panel of the
6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Cincinnati.
Sunrise Children's Services, affiliated with the Kentucky Baptist
Convention, cares for abused and neglected children through its
residential centers and foster care placement.
A federal judge in Louisville dismissed the case last year after a
U.S. Supreme Court ruling that narrowed taxpayers' rights to sue
over allegations of state-sponsored religion.
The three-judge panel revived the case by ordering new proceedings on the matter. The case has sparked arguments over what
role government funding may play in religiously affiliated initiatives, such as those begun by former President George W. Bush
and continued by President Barack °barna.
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FORUM
A tribute to work and
the people who do it
With Labor Day just around
the corner, it secins appropriate to pay tribute to work and
the people who do it. Workers are seldom in the spotlight,
and their voices are routinely
muted in literature and the
media. Programs like The Workers Writing Project, however,
give workers the opportunity
to publish their writings about
work, family, faith and other
issues that are important to
most of' us, no matter what
kind of work we do.
The Workers Writing Project was modeled after a creative writing program for steelworkers. Poet Jimmy Santiago
Baca, an American Book Award
winner and noted author, was
one of the instructors in a
series of sessions sponsored by
the institute for Career Development. As a result, an anthology of steelworkers' writings
entitled, "The Heat" was published.
The steelworkers' workshops
were designed to validate their
experiences through writing,
and to help transform public
perceptions of steelworkers.
Both goals were achieved by
"The Heat," but a third - and
possibly the most important was that the workers' writing
and publishing experiences
sparked enthusiasm for additional educational experiences.
After completing the writing workshops sponsored by
the Institute for Career Development, the steelworkers' union
saw a 40 percent increase in
enrollments in other classes
offered. In addition, steelworkers accomplished such milestones as completing GED certification; enrolling in additional job training; earning university degrees; and developing
confidence in their ability to
acquire new skills and knowledge. In short, hourly workers
became lifelong learners.
Inspired by the steelwoikers, the Association of Joint
Labor-Management Educational Programs in New York
lunched a similar series of writdig workshops in other indusdies: health care, teleconunudications, state government.
With funding from the Nathan
Cummings Foundation, an
inthology of worker's writings,
'Kindred Voices," was published in 2006 by the Associdtion. Later this month, again
WI funding from Cummings
dad support from University
df Massachusetts/Amherst, voldine two of the anthology will
be published online.
It has been my privilege to
4dit both "Kindred Voices"
iindiologies and to share with
you, "Main Street" readers,
Rome insights associated with
dais project.
!, First, in an increasingly cornSetitive, worldwide marketace, an educated workforce

f

is menial
but not pdssible unless
workers are
to
open
ongoing
acquisition
of skills and
knowledge.
the
With
writing
workshops RIali
Strut
as the foun- By Constance
d a t ion,
Alexander
workers gain Ledger & Times
confidence
Cokannist
in their ability to learn
and their appetites are whetted for more.
One of the worker-writers
in the first "Kindred Voices"
anthology, Julien Pimiento,
described himsell before the
writing workshops as, "stuck,
wheels turning but going
nowhere, like a front-wheel
drive car in the snow. The
writing class helped me loosen
the blue-collar grip that almost
suangled my creativity," Julien
continued. "It has kept my
pulse going and resuscitated
my spirit."
In the current edition of
"Kindred
Voices,"
Julien
Pimiento reveals how his life
has been further enhanced by
writing workshops. At work,
he is still a doorman, but he
is now a writer, director, actor
and playwright. His short film,
"Grace," was recently screened
at the HBO New York International Film Festival, and a
film he directed, "Recurrence,"
was featured at an NYU festival.
He credits the workshops
for inspiring him. "The writing class removed the harness,
allowing me to break free and
reach for the stars," he declares.
'The future is now mine."
(Incidentally, Julien is a
native of,Colombia, so English is his second language.)
Not all doe writers in "Kindred Voices II" can claim
Midi's achievenent,. but the
use ofcreative waiting sea foundation for other training is.a
concept that should be explored
further as the need, for lifelong teaming becothes more
crucial id an increasingly competitive, worldwide marketplace. For more information
about the Workers' Writing Project,
log
on
tohttp://www.acenet.edu/AM/Pr
interTemplate.cfm?Section.Ho
me&CONTENTIDs.I31798(TE
MPLATE./CM/ContentDispLay.cfm.sn Later this month,
excerpts from "Mildred Voices II" will be available on the
National Gallery of Writing
site, an online exhibition of writing hosted by the' National
Council of Teachers of English.
is
url
The
http://www.galleryofwriting.org
/galleriesffamily_portraits.

Opinions expressed on the Forum page do
not necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & limes.
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e verger of Winchester Cathedral
"He was standing in the
choir of Winchester Cathedral
surrounded by the first tourists
of the year. He was a cleanshaven man with the mobile face
of an actor, shrewd, humorous eyes,and white hair brushed
straight back over his head."
Thus began H. V. Morton's
description of the verger of Winchester Cathedral in his book
"In Search of England."
A verger is one who takes
care of the interior of a church,
but they often served as guides
for tourists.
Ibis was no ordinary verger and this was no ordinary
guide. One tourist nudged
Morton and said, "This chap's
good, isn't he? I expect he's
pulling our legs a bit. He
talks about the old days as if
he had been there."
Indeed "as the man with the
white hair talked in the silent
choir of Winchester—before
him the long sweep of that
marvelous nave, on either side
those lovely Norman transepts
soaked in a pale gold light—
he moved his hands in time

to his words, and his eyes went
over the group to each listener.
There was not a shuffle.
He had gripped them! They
had come prepared to be bored;
they stayed strangely thrilled
by this man's enthusiasm and
by the pictures he called up.
That was it; he humanized
the history book."
Morton wrote that "the old
story, like all old stories told
properly, took on a new importance, became dramatic and
somehow near at hand.
The crowd had heard it
before at school; but they had
never seen it before." Oh,
that I could have that effect
on my students.
I know that they have heard
it all before, but what if I
could make them see history'?
Perhaps it must begin with a
love of history on the part of
the teacher. That was the case
with the verger of Winchester
Cathedral. "'I love it,' said the
verger. 'You ought to come up
here on a moonlit night and
look down. You can imagine

things: you
can
see
ghosts..
Morton
chatted with
the verger at
the
sion coofnctlhuetour.
"You
must have
devoted your
life to this,"
Morton said.
By James
The verger
Duane Bolin
respond- Ledger & Times
ed: "When
Columnist
was
appointed verger, the spirit of
Winchester gripped me and I
knew that I had found my right
job. I love every stone of
thiscathedral."
At one point in the tour the
verger gave each of the tourists
a bell, "delivered a lecture on
bell-ringing, numbered us off
from the right, and pointing
to each one in turn as he
wished him to ring, drew forth
from the unpromising assembly 'Abide with Me." "We

"Mrd

were delighted with ourselves,"
Morton said.
"Up we went again, and
round and round, till we bent
under a little stone doorway
and came out on the roof of
the cathedral. . . . We looked
down on the tops of feathery lime trees, on the river
and the distant hills, the little
town lying pleasantly in a blue
haze of smoke from its chimneys, Winchester!"
"Down we all trooped over
those sheer corkscrew stairs
and out into the lime avenue.
We found that we all knew
each other. We all shook hands
before we parted. Such is the
power of one man's enthusiasm." I wish it could be that
way in each of my university
classes this semester.
That at the end of the semester my students could all know
each other. And that they
could know the subject of History in a new and interesting
way.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State Universiry.

barna appointments deny GOP howling
WASHINGTON(AP)— For
all the GOP howling about
Barack Obama radically steering the government to the left
and leading the nation toward
socialism, some of his major
appointments are Republican
men and women of the middle.
In what may be the top two
national posts in light of today's
crises at home and abroad,
Obama stuck with the picks
of former President George W.
Bush in reappointing Fed chief
Ben Bernanke and Defense Secretary Robert Gates.
Bernanke last week was
given another four-year term
to preside over nothing less
than saving the U.S. economy
and then keeping it strong. He
was appointed by Bush in 2006
after a short stint as chairman
of Bush's Council of Economic Advisers. Gates was kept in
his Pentagon post to wind down
the war in Iraq and build up
the one in Afghanistan.
The loss of Sen. Ted
Kennedy to brain cancer led
to a chorus of laments about
the dearth of politicians these
days able to reach across party
lines.
While Obama hasn't had
much luck with the highly polarized Congress in building bipartisan support on legislation,
he's reached out often to Republicans in filling key jobs.
The notion that he's moving the government to the left
"is laughable, it's utterly laughable," said Thomas E. Mann,
a government scholar at the
Brookings Institution. Mann

said the decision to keep
Bernanke and Gates "doesn't
buy him a thing with Republicans but was a sign of good
judgment in both cases" because
Bernanke and Gates .were doing
good jobs.
Obama's larger problem is
that he still does not have his
own people in a majority of
the government's top policymaking positions requiring Senate confirmation. But those he
has put in top positions include
a number of Republicans or nontraditional Democrats.
Along with Gates and
Bernanke, they include:
— Sheila Bair as holdover
chairman of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp. She has played
a major role in the management of the financial crisis.
A one-time unsuccessful
candidate for a Kansas House
seat, Bair was first appointed
by Bush in June 2006. Forbes
Magazine ranks her as the second most powerful woman in
the world behind German chancellor Angela Merkel.
— Ray LaHood, a former
congressman from Illinois, as
transportation secretary. He was
elected as part of the "Gingrich Revolution" of 1994 and
was so trusted by both Republicans and Democrats that he
was selected to preside over
the House during the impeachment vote against President Bill
Clinton.
— Former Rep. John
McHugh from upstate New
York, as Army secretary.
McHugh was known by his
House colleagues for an even
7

temperament
and
willingness
to work with
Democrats.
— Francis Collins,
an evangelical Christian, as director of the
National Washington
Institutes of
Today
Health.
Unlike By Tom Raum
Associated
the others on
Press
Writer
the
list,
is
Collins
not a Republican and worked
in the Obama presidential campaign. But he doesn't fit the
usual mold of liberal Democrat as portrayed by many Republicans.
Collins discussed his religious views in a 2006 book.
Although some questions have
been raised about whether he
could keep his religious views
separate from his work, the
physician-geneticist is well
respected in his field for landmark discoveries of disease
genes and as head of the Human
Genorne Project.
Meanwhile, Obama has been
contending with an angry left
upset at him for not insisting
more forcefully on a government-run health insurance
option and for his decisions to
retain some Bush-era counterterrorism policies.
"The effort to portray Obama
as dangerously leftist just doesn't have any traction," said
Stephen Cimbala, avolitical sci-

ence professor at Penn State.
"I think if they want to pick
up seats in 2010 and get back
up off the floor where Bush
left them, they're going to have
to find a way to go beyond
the very narrow core Republican base and reach out to moderates. The case they have to
make against Obama is a case
about competency and performance. Not about ideology."
Republicans are going all
out on the war path, especially on health care overhaul and
budget issues.
In asking Bernanke to stay
on. Bush praised the former
Princeton economist for "his
calm and wisdom" in steering
the economy through the worst
financial crisis since the Great
Depression.
At the time he announced
he was sticking with Gates at
the Pentagon, Obama said he
didn't ask the member of the
Bush war cabinet to remain
because of his party affiliation
but because he felt he could
best "serve the interests of the
American people."
Meanwhile, Obama returned
from his vacation in Massachusetts on Martha's Vineyard
and, after a few days at Camp
David, will redouble his efforts
"toward getting a bipartisan
result" on health care overhaul, said deputy White House
press secretary Bill Burton.
"After he gets a little time
to recharge his batteries...he's
going to come back as riproaring as he was before," Burton said.
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Mrs. Vane Doan Stephenson
Mrs. Wilma Dean Stephenson, 73, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. I,
2009, at 10:25 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was born Aug.
9, 1936, in Henry County, Tenn. Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be
made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.

Mrs. Vera Cox Maws

Funeral and burial services for Mrs. Vera Cox Williams were held
Wednesday. Aug. 26, in Wichita Falls, Texas.
Mrs. Williams, 83, Wichita Falls, died Monday, Aug. 24, 2009. in
Wichita Falls. She was the widow of the late Cullen Williams who
was a former resident of Trigg County and whose family were pioneer farmers in Trigg and Calloway counties as well as descendants
Bonds (Sonny) Clemons
of the Thomas and Bridges families. She and her husband had lived
Bumis (Sonny) Clemons, 71, Highland Road, Murray, died in several USAF installations in the United States and in foreign
Tuesday, Sept. 1, 2009, at 2:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County countries during his military career.
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
In addition to her husband, she was preceded in death by her parents, one son, and three sisters. Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Evelyn P. Hargis*
Sandy Fogarty, Cleburne, Texas, and Carrie Beth Gilbow, Wichita
A graveside service for Mrs. Evelyn P. Hargiss will be Thursday Falls; one sister-in-law, Hilda Williams Bridges, Murray, and severat 11 a.m. at Riverside Cemetery, Hopkinsville. Rev. Boyd Smith al nieces and nephews in western Kentucky including Gillis
will officiate. Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) Bridges, Murray. Goodwin Funeral tiorne of Cadiz was in charge of
at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
arrangements.
Mrs. Hargiss, 83, died Tuesday. Sept. I. 2009, at 1:45 a.m. at
Arbor Place of Clinton. A homemaker, she was of Baptist faith. Her
husband, John W. Hargiss, died in 2000. Born July 21, 1926, in
Ackerman, Miss., she was the daughter of the late Carl Bowie and
Mavis Gladney Bowie.
Rim Mary MOM* lansolving
Survivors include two daughters, Linda Stalls and husband, Fred,
Mrs. Mary McClure Kinsolving, 81, Murray, died Tuesday. Sept.
Almo,and Patricia Sergeant and husband, Gaylord, Haysville, Kan.; 1, in the year of our Lord, 2009, at 9:55 a.m. in Murray.
two sisters, Doris Jean Trussell, luka, Miss., and Peggy Henderson
A homemaker, she was a member of First Baptist Church,
and husband, James Neal, Ackerman, Miss.; seven grandchildren, Murray. Born Jan. 23, 1928, in Murray, she was the daughter of the
Debbie Edgerly and husband, Tim, and Brigitte Goens, all of late Clarence Fred McClure and Hettie Mavis Vaughn McClure.
Wichita, Kan., John Goens and wife, Melissa, Douglass, Kan., Also preceding her in death were one sister, Velma Wisehart, and
Aimee Sergeant, Haysville, Kan., Krista Schumacher and husband, three brothers, C.W., Kynois and Floyd McClure.
Casey, Murray, Kimberly Duncan and husband, Russell, Alum, and
Survivors include one daughter, Jeannie Kinsolving Garrison and
Kathryn Tracy and husband, Kyle, St. Genevieve, Mo.; eight great- husband, Owen,one son, Billy Kinsolving and wife, Dawn,and one
grandchildren, Candice and Chelsea Schultz, Autzinui Goens, Chase brother, Blondie McClure and wife, Frankie, all of Murray; twin sisMaestas, Emma and Eliza Duncan, and Addison and Avery ter, Sadie McClure Carson and husband, Daymond, Kirksey; one
Schumacher; several nieces and nephews.
grandchild, Jesse Kinsolving, New York, N.Y. The funeral will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Rev. Phillip Bazzell will officiate. Burial will follow in the Murray
Paul E. Porter
Paul E. Porter, 85, of 1905 Larkspur, Murray. died Thursday, City Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday).
Aug. 27, 2009, at Provena Mercy Center, Aurora. III.
A Navy veteran of World WAY II, he was a member of the Masonic Lodge,and long time employee of
Arango Cigar Co., in Illinois. Born in Crittenden
County, he was the son of the late Kearney and Renva
Crawford Porter. Also preceding him in death were
his wife, Jean Reeves Porter; one sister, Lois Bodrman; and one
brother, Duane Porter.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
According to a statement from
Survivors include one sister, Doris Irvin, Aurora, Ill.; one stepson, Jim AcAtee, Chicago, Ill.; several nieces, nephews and friends top House Democrat is investi- Waxman, health insurers will
across the country. The funeral was Monday at 10 a.m. in the chapel gating whether the nation's terminate coverage to small
of Boyd Funeral Directors, Salem. Rev. Jimmy Porter officiated. largest health insurers have businesses by canceling their
Burial was in Whites Chapel Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy deliberately canceled coverage policies or raising premiums
may be made to the Paul and Jean Potter Scholarship, do MSU for small businesses after their until they are unaffordable.
Foundation, 106 Development Center, Murray, KY 42071.
employees became sick and
"We need to better understand
sought expensive treatment.
how widespread this harmful
Mrs. Ruby Mangold
Rep. Henry Waxman, D- and destructive practice has
The funeral for Mrs. Ruby Marigold was Tuesday at II a.m. at
Calif.,
sent letters Monday to six become,and how it is impacting
Strong Funeral Home, Hickman. Bro. Larry Call officiated. Burial
insurers
requesting details about small businesses and their
was in the Hickman City Cemetery. Expressions of sympathy may
be made to Senior Citizens Center of Hickman, 1404 Liberty St., their plans for small businesses employees across the country,"
and how coverage decisions are said Waxman, who chairs the
Hickman, KY 42050.
Mrs. Mangold, 87, died Sunday, Aug. 30, 2009. at 11:35 a.m. at made.
House Energy and Commerce
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The trade group representing Committee.
She was a member of First Christian Church of Hickman, and the companies said the action
The letters also were signed by
later at First Christian Church, Fulton. Originally,from Hickman, amounted to a smear campaign Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich.,,who
she had been a resident of Glendale Place in Murray for the past six
designed to bolster support of a chairs the subcommittee on
years.
oversight and investigations.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Jones Roper and Fay public health insurance option.
Waxman is investigating an
Aetna Inc., UnitedHealth
Davie; her husband, Chester Mangold; and four brothers, Jesse
Roper Davie, William Herman Davie, J.T. (Tumey) Davie and industry practice called "purg- Group Inc., WellPoint Inc.,
Quentin Lee (Shine) Davie. Survivors include one son, Glynn ing," in which insurers drop Humana Inc., Medica and
Mangold and wife, Melissa, and one grandson, Michael Mangold, coverage for sick individuals Wellmark Blue Cross Blue
all of Murray; one brother, J.R.(Reeves) Davie and wife, Dorothy, once they become too expensive Shield received the letters.
Hopkinsville; nine nieces and nephews.
to insure.
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Congress probes health
insurance 'purging'
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'A big influx' of swine
flu cases expected
WASHINGTON (AP) Homeland Security Secretary
Janet Napolitano said this morning that people should expect "a
big influx" of swine Au cases
this fall and prepare as best they
can.
"The best thing we all can do
are the very simple things, the
washing of the hands, the
coughing into the sleeve,"
Napolitano said in a nationally
broadcast interview. " We're
in all likelihood going to have
them (new infections) before the
vaccine is available."
Napolitano was among a host
of Cabinet officers who briefed
President
Barack
Obama
Tuesday on the federal government's preparations and planning for the fall. Another of
those
Cabinet
members,
Education Secretary Arne
Duncan, said in a separate interview that it's critically important
to keep schools open and education uninterrupted.
"We got a little bit lucky" in
the last school year, he said,
because the HIIN didn't surface
until very near the end of the
academic year.
"We're not going to be so
lucky this year," Duncan added,
"so the more we're prepared, the
more we're talking ... the better
we're going to be able to handle
this as a country, the more we're
going to be able to keep our
schools open."
There have been over 550
deaths in the United States from
HINI and a scientific advisory
panel ,recently sent the White
House a report saying it was
possible that anywhere from 30
percent to half the population
could catch what doctors call
"2009 HINI" and that it was
also possible there could be
between 30,000 and 90,000
deaths.
"Everything we've seen in
the U.S. and everything we've
seen around the world suggests
we won't see that kind of number if the virus doesn't change,"
Dr. Thomas Frieden, head of the
, Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention', said in a C-SPAN
interview last week.
In her interview Wednesday
on NBC's "Today" show,

Napolitano was asked why the
government isn't requiring
Americans to get the swine flu
vaccine, once it's available.
"Because health programs generally aren't mandatory, and you
get pushback to that." she
replied.
She also reiterated statements'
that administration officials had
made earlier, saying the initial
supplies of vaccine should go to
people most susceptible to the ,
virus like young children, pregnant women and people with
certain health problems such as
asthma.
Napolitano
noted
that
Congress has appropriated billions of dollars to buy vaccine
supplies and said she believed,
more money could be approved
if necessary. "This is a changing,
environment," she said. "We'll
have to deal with it day by day."
Asked if her Homeland
Security Department was moving toward prohibiting sick people from boarding commercial
aircraft, she said that decision
would be left to the individual
airlines.
Duncan, appearing on ABC's
"Good Morning America," said
federal officials want to make
sure that every young person
between 5-24 get the vaccine,.
free of charge.
He praised efforts by states
and localities to get ready for.
new infections, saying planning
is going forward. "What you're •
seeing around the country is an.
outbreak of common sense,"
Duncan said. Obama on
Tuesday urged Americans to*
take steps to prevent infection.
"I don't want anybody to be
alarmed, but I do want everyone
to be prepared," the president
said after getting a briefing on
swine flu preparedness.
Vaccine development is
ongoing and is likely to be avail-able by October. Certain groups
are more vulnerable to swine
flu, including children under 2,
pregnant women and people
with health problems like asthma, diabetes and heart disease.
Like the seasonal flu, swine
flu spreads through coughs and .
sneezes of people who are sick.
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Recession hitting back-to-school budgets hard
NEW YORK (AP) - To Great Depression. It became ting" layaway season.
after a two-decade hiatus. This
gauge consumers' strain, look passe in the past two decades
lite worries about a weak year, the company also is copyno further than the rows and with the rise of credit cards.
Christmas come amid a back-to- ing old-fashioned Christmas
rows of plastic bags awaiting
But the recession and finan- school season that the National club bank accounts to help its
layaway payments at Kmart. cial crisis have caused banks to Retail Federation expects will Kmart and Sears customers save
They are filled with back-to- raise rates, pare credit limits and see families cut 8 percent of for gifts.
school basics-not just T-shirts close accounts. For some con- spending from last year.
Competitors have been slow
and jeans but notebooks, magic sumers, layaway is rile best
Tracey Y. Chandler of Rocky to follow, which may give stores
markers and pencils.
option to budget for purchases.
Mount, N.C., started using lay- like Sears who have them an
It is unheard of for layaway
Buying a little at a time and away at the local Kmart last edge.
rooms to be so packed at back- other signs of stress are casting a Christmas as the economy
Wal-Mart discontinued the
to-school time and for the pack- dark cloud over the holiday sea- soured and again this past sum- practice in 2006,except for jewages to include relatively cheap son, which accounts for as much mer to furnish her 8-year-old elry, citing rising costs and
school supplies.
as 40 percent of annual sales for daughter's bedroom.
falling demand. TIX Cos.,
Last weekend, she put aside which offers layaway in some of
A record number of shoppers, many retailers.
shut off from credit and short on
Many economists expect to $150 worth of back-to-school its Marshalls and T.J. Mass
cash, are relying on Kmart's lay- see another holiday season of clothes at Sears stores.
stores and nearly all of its A.J.
away program to pay for all of sales declines, on top of last
"The job market is too unsta- Wright locations, declined to
their kids' school needs, said year's Christmas period, the ble to take on additional debt," comment on its layaway busiTom Aiello, a spokesman for weakest in several decades. said Chandler. She and her hus- ness.
Kmart's parent Sears Holdings That's raising more doubts band both work as teachers'
Melissa Garcia, who writes a
Corp. Layaway allows shoppers about an economic recovery assistants, and she fears they popular
blog
called
to pay over time, interest- free, because consumer spending could be casualties of budget Consumerqueen.com, said more
moms are asking stores to bring
and pick up their merchandise accounts for 70 percent of eco- cuts.
nomic activity.
when it's paid in full.
Scars Holdings brought back back layaway this season."They
Kmart's Travis predicts this layaway to its namesake depart- just don't want to disappoint
"It's a sight. In the past, we
would see layaway start to pick Christmas will be a "record-set- ment stores last holiday season their kids," she said.
up around Halloween" as people
get a jump start for Christmas,
said David Travis, manager of a
Kmart store in Conover, N.C.
Burlington Coat Factory
Warehouse Corp. said its layaway business is stronger than a
year ago. And e-Layaway.com,
which offers online layaway
PLLC
services for about 1,000 merchants, has seen its business
double from the same time last
PRACTICING IN THE AREAS OF:
year. Customers are setting aside
even $25 calculators and $30
Divorce, Child Custody, Child Support,
backpacks.
The word "layaway" had
Personal Injury, Criminal Defense,
more than double the interest
Real Estate Transactions, Estate Planning, Probate
among U.S. searchers in August
2009 than it had in August 2008.
!iv pstopqpve4w-40rtvavtrr4vmoteqrif:
according to Google Insights for
Search.
Retailers that don't offer layaway are seeing financially
strapped shoppers keep buying
Weekend and Evening Appointments Available
smaller amounts and using more
cash than credit to pay.
Free Initial Consultation
"It just tells you that consumers have no money --• even
325 S.
that $30 backpack is something
C.
Britt
said
they can't afford,"
KY 42041
& 309
Beemer, chairman of America's
Services may be performed by other attorneys
Research group.
Layaway has its roots in the
THIS IS A PAID ADVERTISEMENT

Jessica Fox Flinn
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Murray Lions club plans Ti'nnioersary
70th anniversary event
Murray Lions Club will celebrate its 70th anniversary of
Lionisin in Murray on Saturday.
Sept. 12, in the Curris ('enter

ballroom at Murray State
University.
The featured speaker will be
International Director Douglas
A. Lozier from Carmel, Ind.,
representing
Lions
Club
International.
Lozier, from Indianapolis,
Ind., was elected to serve a twoyear term as director of The
International Association of
Lions Clubs at the association's
91st International convention
held in Bangkok, Thailand, June
23-27, 2008. Lozier is a corporate environmental manager.
A member of the Cannel
Lions club since 2000 and a
Lion since 1976, Lozier has held
many offices within the association, including club president,
zone chairperson, deputy district
governor and district governor.
He has also served as a leadership chairperson and a trustee of
the Indiana Lions Foundation.
In recognition of his service
to the association, Director
Lozier has received numerous
awards, including several Club
President awards, a 100 per cent
District Governor award, four
International President's medals
and
two
International
President's Certificates of
Appreciation.
He
is
a
Progressive
Melvin Jones
Fellow.
Director Lozier and his wife,
Kathy, also a Lion and Melvin
Jones Fellow, have a daughter.
Registration will be from
5:30 to 6:30 p.m. The celebration and dinner will start at 6:30
p.m. Cost for the tickets will be
$20 per person.
• Budl Stalls, Jr., president of
the Murray Club, and current
officers and members invite the
public to Mend this 70th
anniversary Lions Club event.

Douglas A. Ludor

FUN & FASHION
(iv

' hk • hke'lli . %

According to the media the economy
is still in a recession, however it is on
the mend.
No matter, women still want nice
things. Fashion accessories with moderate prices are high on the want hat.
Costume jewelry sales have
increased nationally. Women can
change an outfit for less than $30-$40
and feel good about themselves.
Costume jewelry always makes a
great gift too. The matte gold and silver tend to be hot items, as well as
inspiration, themed jewelry and large
statement necklaces.
Bracelets with faith, peace. and joy,
etc. have been big sellers. The peace
sign in everything from necklaces to
bracelets have also been hot items.
This,ika Rog beck from dip flO.s

Once spin
layering turtle and mock necks will be
a hot look with allot the 314 lea.
sleeves in coats.cardigans and jackets.
Congrandations to Olivia Manhall
who won the door prise last Friday.
Check out our websita
www.dkkelley.com for OW latest
newsletter.
Be sure to come in soon. The store is

hill of all the latest styles and tads
you'll went to wear this season. New
jewelry on the way and lots more fell
fashions coining.
75%-8091, off summer merchandise!
Stay named to next week's Fan &
Fashion report
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
CLOTHING STORE!

-teeicia

-7•Ar Somehtng For ti.ervone Sson

tkailli 12th•Murray, KY•713-7441
www.dlikelley.com

Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will have a salad luncheon on Thursday st•
noon. Desserts will be served by the hostesses,
Jane Hardin, Martha Joiner and Pati Williams.
Members are asked to bring their favorite salads
or side dishes and a friend, relative or neighbor/
The annual Murray State University'
Horticulture Scholarship will be awarded and*
dues will be collected. Members are asked to.
bring snack items for the Spring Creek patrons:
Jo's
and a contribution of personal hygiene producti,!
Datebook
vegetables for Need'
By Jo Burkeen canned goods,eggs or fresh
Line.
Community
Editor

Sierra Club to meet tonight..
Great Rivers Sierra Club will meet tonight(Wednesday)at 7 p.m
in room 1119 of the biology building of Murray State University.:
Shelley Morris of the Nature Conservancy Club, will be speaker. All.
interested persons are invited.

Volunteer training planned
Volunteer Training for Murray Elementary, Middle and High
Schools will be Friday at 8 a.m. at the Murray Board of Education,
208 S. 13th St. For more information call Jean Bennett at 753-4343,

Concerned Taxpayers will meet

Mr.and Mrs.James Hooper
Mr. and Mrs. James Hooper will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday, Sept. 5, 2009. No formal celebration is
planned.
Mr. Hooper and the former Judy Pogue were married at Salem
Baptist Church Parsonage with Bro. Billy Whitlow officiating.
Mrs. Hooper is retired from Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She is the daughter of Virginia Pogue of Spring Creek Health Care,
Murray, and the late Fred Pogue.
Mr. Hooper is now retired. He is the son of the late Hubert
Hooper and Rhupayne Adams.
They have one daughter, Kim Ray,one son, Darren Hooper,four
grandchildren and three great-grandchildren.

.2nnouncemenfs

Ross Perdue Renter and Halley June Day of 153 M
Mousy,iss deo waits of a twin daughters born on Sa
30, 2009 at St. Francis Medical Center, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Savannah Grace Fanner, born at 1:18 a.m., weighed 2 pounds 2
ounces and measured 14 inches.
MacKenzie Laine Farmer, born at 1:19 a.m., weighed 1 pound 9
ounces and measured 14 inches.
PADUCAH, Ky. — The. Grandparents are Joey and June Brake, Cumberland City, Tenn.,
WKCTC Community Chorus is and Ron and Charlotte Fanner, Paducah.

a non-audition performing
group made up of community
members hum the region, from
westain Kentucky to southern ,
Illinois
and
beyond.
Participation in the group is ;
free, and anyone who loves 1
choral singing is welcome to
loin.
The group meets from 7 to 9
p.m.on Tuesday nights in Room
109 of the Student Center/Fine
Ails Building on the campus of
the West Kentucky Community
& 11:chnical College located at
4810 Alben Barkley Drive in
Paducah.
To join or to learn more about
the group, come to a rehearsal
or contact Norman F. Wurgler at
270-534-3219 or norman.wurgler@kms.edu.

Th Mv Valued Customers:
The time has come for me to branch out on my own
again. 1 want to thank youfor allowing me to gmom your
pet for the last two years at Westside. I have chosen to
continue what 1 love and what I have donefor the past 19
rears, and that is Mobile Pet Grooming. Ifeel that mobile
grooming provides the ultimate in pet care, allowingfor a
stress-free environment for your pet and myself: I would
he honored to continue providing quality grooming service at your home or business in my professional grooming
van. For detailed information, you can visit my website
at: WWII'.rourmobilegmomercom, or contact me at(270)
978-2872 to schedule an appointment. Open M-F, 7-7;
Sat. 9-/.
Again, thank you and I hope to see you again soon.

Audrey Jolie Heithoff
Craig and Ami Heithoff of
Murray are the parents of a
daughter, Audrey Joke Heithoff,
born on Thursday, July 9, 2009,
at 9:30 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 6 pounds 9
ounces and measured 20 inches
long. A sister is Aleah Jane, age
28 months.
Maternal grandparents are Joe
and Jane Barnett of Murray.
Paternal grandparents are Jim
Heithoff of Audubon, Iowa, and
Shirley Heithoff of Carroll,
Iowa.
Maternal great-grandparents
are Rudy and Mary Nell Barnett
and the late Robert and Janie
Young, all of Murray.
Paternal great-grandparents Audrey Joie Nelthoff
are Helen Heithoff and the late Lawrence Heithoff of Audubon,
Iowa, and Catherine Irimeier and the late Albert lrimeier of
Manning, Iowa.

Dakota Lee Micheal Wiliams
Micheal D. Williams, serving in the military, and Stephanie M.
Russel of Murray are the parents of a boy, Dakota Lee Micheal
Williams, born on Thursdiy, Aug. 27, 2009, at 9 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 9 ounces and measured 20 inches. A
sister is Arianna Russel, 3.
Two aunts are Brandi Imus and Chelsea Holt of Murray.

Fringe
Benefits
•

Sincerely, Diane Jackson
- A Cut Above Mobile Pet Grooming

c
1/2 Price
V

rane/ Opening Specials
Eyebrow Arches Thursday, Sept. 10th

FREE Shampoo & Deep Conditioner
/Ho hiI

Call for more information. Open Mon.-Sat.
41 Grannunq

•4

Iv IflCitf
Full Service Groonung at Your Curb
Competitively Priced • Air Conditioned/Fleeted Van
Warm Water Bathing • Using All Natural Products
II+ Years Fxpenence • Multiple Pet Diskount
Senior Citizen Discount • Satisfaction Guaranteed

www.younnobilegroomer.com

By Appt: 270-978-2872
M-F 7am-7 pm,Sat.9 am-1 pm

walk-Ins
Welcome

Fastpitch Club to meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today (Wednesday)
at 5:45 p.m. in the MHS cafeteria. All persons interested in the fastpitch softball programs at MMS and MHS arc invited.

TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-6646.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday frlm 7 to 8 p.M.'
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1877-447-2004

11titlify Club Will meet

'
Mita
I a* Murray Rotary Club will meet Thursday at noon at Pagans '
For more information contact Lance Allison at 753-5171.
:

Knitting Group will meet
Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday at 9 a.m. at FitA
United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or crochet shawiti
• The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the patients and a*,
to homebound persons. All interested women are invited. For infail
mation call the church at 753-3812.

MHS Class plans reunion
Murray High School Class of 1990 will have its 10-year reunicai
on Saturday. A donut breakfast will be at Murray Middle Schciat
atrium and a memorial for Micah Cathey will follow on Ty Holland
Field. A dinner will be at 7 p.m. at Mugsys at a cost of $30. Cl
members
are
asked
to
make
reservations
mhsreunion1999 li ve.com.

MTS Class plans reunion
Murray Training School Class of 1954 will have its 55-ye)
reunion on Sunday, Sept. 6, at 2:30 p.m. at the home of Melvin aid
Rita Henley. For more information call 293-1908.

Angel Alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angil
alert for a washing machine for a family. Anyone having one
donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Health Express lists stop

•

Health Express will offer osteoporosis screenings, blood pressure
and pulse checks today (Wednesday)from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at Office
Depot, Murray.

Youth Swim team plans recruitment
Murray-Calloway County Youth Swim Team is open to all children, ages 5-18. Evaluations will be today (Wednesday)at 5:15 p.ilt
at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Wellness Center Pool.
Swimmers need to be able to swim the length of the pool using any
stroke. Swimmers need to have bathing suit on (one piece for girls)
and bring goggles and a towel. Enter the pool through the back
entrance of the center. For information call Julie Santiago at 8732197.

Park pool releases dates
The swimming pool at the Murray Park will be open on Saturd4,
Sunday and Monday. Hours will be noon to 7 p.m. Saturday, 1 to 6
p.m. Sunday and noon to 7 p.m. on Labor Day.

Purchase Area Chapter will meet

Friday, Sept. 10th

AV:r

The Active Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (ACT), non partisan, non denominational and not for profit will meet Thursday at 6
p.m. in the big room at the Calloway County Public Library. Further
plans for the Freedom Tea Party on Sept.-I2 at 10:30 a.m. at the old
Howard Brandon Autoworld will be made.

Narcotics group will meet

Savannah Grace Farmer
MacKenzie Laine Farmer

Area singers
IOW to JAI
Community
Chorus
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Mostly the under $100 price range foe
bags and scarves from $15 to $80 —
depending on the scarf. still allows
everyone to purchase a new fall item.
We have received more Tribal and
lots of cute sweaters and jackets from
kelt of our other favorite vendors.
T.O.I.F. last Friday was all turtlenecks and scarves 20* off.
If is stays this cool a turtleneck will
fed good in the evening.

Garden Department of MWC
plans salad luncheon Thursday

Refreshments.

GiVeaways

Amy MciniumA Aida Moore & Rebecca Wilson
NEW LOCATION
1400 B Hillwood • Murray (Behind Cain's Chrysler)
759-1874

Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Public Retirees will meet
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah,
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System (Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton,
Hickman, Graves, Marshall, McCracken) and the Kentucky State
Police Retirement system are encouraged to attend. For information
call 1-270-898-7289 or 1-270-522-9531.

Angel alert issued
An Angel Alert has been issued by the Little Lacers Family
Resource Center for a twin bed and mattress set for a young family.
Call the center at 762-7410 if you have one to donate.
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Forester joins Primary Care staff
Special to the Ledger
Abraham Wikler Award for the
Dr. Elizabeth Forester, Board Outstanding Resident in June
Eligible in Psychiatry, has 2009.
Forester was the recipient of
joined the staff of Primary Care
Medical Center. She is a Summa a full scholarship to attend the
Cum Laude graduate of the American Academy of Pain
University of Kentucky. She Medicine in Orlando, Fla. in
also graduated with Distinction February 2008. She was chosen
University Of to represent the department at a.
from the
Kentucky College Of Medicine. resident symposium entitled
"Advances in the Diagnosis,
Forester received many awards
Biology and Treatment of Major
and scholarships while attending
Psychiatry Disorders" in Palm
UK; including being elected Beach, Fla. in September
2007.
chief resident of the general psyForester is married to Dr.
chiatry program for the 2008- Corey Forester, Ob-Gyn, who
2009 academic year by her fel- joined Dr. Matt Price at Primary
low residents and the nomina- Care Medical Center in July
tion endorsed by faculty. She 2009. They are the third huswas also the recipient of band/wife team to come to

Murray, Ky.
"We are very pigiud to have a
recruited both Doctors Elizabeth
and Corey Forester to Murray
and Primary Care Medical
Center. Both of these physicians
were chief residents in their residency program which is an
exceptionally high honor," said
Dr. Robert Hughes, Managing
Partner of Primary Care Medical
Center.
Forester will begin seeing
patients at Primary Care
Medical Center on Sept. 15
"I am very excited to be here
in Murray and look forward to
providing psychiatric care in
this community," Forester said.

MCCH support meetings
scheduled for September
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be
offering several support group meetings during the
month of Sept., which will be offered to everyone
in our community.
•The Alzheimer's Disease Support Group will
meet.Tuesdays, Sept. 8 and 22 at 4:30 p.m. in the
MCCH Board Room. Free sitter service during the
meeting. Contact Cindy Ragsdale for more information at 762-1278.
•The Breast Cancer Support Group will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 22 from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom.
For more information, contact Evelyn Wallis at
489-2462 or Angie Hutchings at 435-4614.
•The Breast Feeding Support Group, Mother to
Mother, is now meeting twice a month. For more
information, contact Tricia Foster at 753-9966.
• The Compassionate Friends Support Group
will meet Thursday, Sept. 24 at 7:30 p.m. in the
MCCH Private Dinning Room. Contact MCCH
Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda
Bennett at(731)498-8324.
•The Death of a Parent Support Groun will be.
meeting Mondays, Sept. 14, 21, and 28 at 7 p.m..

For more information contact Stephanie
Cunningham at(270)210-4173.
• The Hospice Caregivers Support Group will
meet Mondays,Sept. 14 and 28 from 12:30 p.m. to
2:30 p.m. in the Center for Health and Wellness
Conference Room. For more information, contact
Pati Williams at 767-2135.
• The LAP-BAND® Support Group will meet
Thursday, Sept. 3 from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at
the Center for Health and Wellness Classroom.
For more information, contact Amanda Dunn at
Bariatric Solutions, at 762-1547.
•The Parkinson's Support Group will be meeting Tuesdays, Sept. 8 & 22 at 12:00 p.m. at the
George Weak's Community Center. Come at 11:30
a.m. if you plan to eat with the Senior Citizens.
Contact Dixie Hopkins at 753-6001 for more
information.
• The Stoke/Head Injury Support Group will
meet Thursday, Sept. 17 from 5:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m. in the Center for Health & Wellness
Conference Room. For more information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Photo provided
SHARED CARE AT THE PARK: Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Shared Care Adult Day
Care enjoys activities and a luncheon at the city park. Pictured, front to back, are: Lorraine
Elder, dient, Mable Newman, client; Amber Bucy, Activities Coordinator at Shared Care;
Janeatte Murdock, Dale Witty, and J.D. Grogan, all clients at MCCH's Shared Care. Shared
Care is an adult day care program promoting socialization, support services and healthcare
services for anyone over 18 who may need assistance/supervision throughout the day. For
more information, contact the MCCH Marketing Department at 762-1381 or 762-1382.
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left, is Anna Lou Coleman, Auxiliary Vice President; Betty Gallimore, volunteer;
Emestine Hargis, Auxiliary Secretary/Treasurer; Carol West, Auxiliary President; Keith Travis,
MCCH Vice President of Institutional Development; Keith Bailey, CEO of MCCH; Calloway
County Judge Executive Larry Elkins, MCCH Board Member; Terra Allison, MCCH Director of
Volunteer Services; and Rita Huddleston, volunteer.

Dr. Forester is a graduate of the University of Kentucky and the University of
Kentucky College of Medicine where she graduated with Distinction, Dr.
Forester completed her Residency in Psychiatry at the University of Kentucky
College of Medicine where she was elected Chief Resident for the 20082009 academic year. Her husband, Dr.
Corey Forester, Ob-Gyn, began his
practice with Dr. Matthew Price in
July at Primary Care Medical
Center
Dr. Forester is Board Eligible in
Psychiatry. She will begin seeing
patients in her new office at 1000
South 12111111flOorl Sept9 ti
15, 2009.•Pleopie*11 fir
• 759-9200 to sCheaOle an
appointment.

Auxiliary donates to endowment
Special to the Ledger
Murray Hospital's Auxiliary
recently donated $15,000 to the
Murray-Calloway Endowment
for Healthcare. Their donation
will be used to name the lobby
of the Residential Hospital
Hospice, which will benefit
families and patients throughout
the region.
Mutray-Calloway
"The
County Hospital Auxiliary is
honored to provide a financial
gift to the Residential Hospice
House," said Terra Allison.

Director of Volunteer Services at
MCCH. "We recognize this
opportunity as an asset not only
in our immediate community,
but also our region."
The Residential Hospice
House will be a 12-bed, residential facility. Designed to provide
patients with limited life
expectancy a nurturing, homelike setting; a hospice house is a
place where life's journey can
end peacefully and in dignity,
surrounded by family and
friends.

The Murray Residential
Hospice House will be the first
in the region, serving western
Kentucky and neighboring sections of Tennessee and southern
Illinois. All monies raised during 2009 will be matched by an
anonymous donor.
If you are interested in learning more about naming opportunities available with MurrayCalloway Endowment for
Healthcare, please contact Keith
Travis at 762-1908.

Wellness Center offers Aquafit class
Special to the Ledger
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's Center for
Health and Wellness will be offering an Arthritis
Foundation Aquatic Program (AFAP) class on
Tuesdays and Thursdays starting September 7
from 8 a.m. to 9 a.m. and 9:30 to 10:30 am. The
AFAP class will be taught by a certified Arthritis
Foundation instructor, and is structured to meet
the guidelines of the Arthritis Foundation Aquatic
Program (AFAP).
"The Arthritis Foundation Aquatics Program is
specifically tailored for those individuals who cannot tolerate weight bearing activity," said
Stephanie Duncan, Group Fitness Supervisor at
the Center for Health and Wellness. "This is a
great benefit for people who want to exercise, but
cannot do so in other settings. Having Arthritis

Foundation certified instructors insures that we
stay up-to-date with the latest joint protective
exercise opportunities."
The class provides an excellent workout to
individuals of all abilities and ages. It targets
members that have arthritis, joint problems, limited mobility, and related diseases. The exercises in
the AFAP are designed to relieve stress on joints.
decrease pain and stiffness, as well as, increase
range-of-motion. muscle strength and endurance.
Instructors also offer information that promotes
better body mechanics and easier day-to-day living.
For more inf.ormation about the AFAP class, or
any Group Fitness Class held at the Center for
Health and Wellness, call 762- 134g_
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Plans call for
bigger Everly
Brothers festival

Best-selling Bible
in North America
to undergo revision
By ERIC GORSKI
AP Religion Writer
The top-selling Bible in North
America will undergo its first
revision in 25 years, promising
to reopen a contentious debate
about changing gender terms in
the sacred text.
The
New
International
Version, the Bible of choice for
conservative evangelicals. will
be revised to reflect changes in
English usage and advances in
Biblical scholarship, it was
announced Tuesday. The revision is scheduled to be completed late next year and published
in 2011.
"We want to reach English
speakers across the globe with a
Bible that is accurate, accessible
and that speaks to its readers in
a language they can understand," said Keith Denby, global
president and CEO of Biblica, a
Colorado Springs, Colo.-based
Christian ministry that holds the
NIV copyright.
But past attempts to remake
the NIV for contemporary audiences in different editions have
been plagued by controversies
about gender language that have
pitted theological conservatives
against each other.
The changes did not make all
men "people" or remove male
references to God, but instead
involved dropping gender-specific terms when translators
judged that the original text didn't intend it. So in some vows,
references to "sons of God"
became "children of God," for
example.
Supporters say gender-inclusive changes are more accurate
and make the Bible more accessible, but critics contend they
twist meaning or smack of political correctness.
Acknowledging past missteps,
the NIV's overseers are promising that this time, the revision

process will be more transparent
and that they will actively promote what they describe as a
long-held practice of inviting
input from scholars and readers.
The NIV was first published
in 1978 and more than 300 million NIV Bibles are in print
worldwide; its publishers and
distributors say the translation
accounts for 30 percent of
Bibles sold in North America.
The Committee on Bible
Translation, an independent
group of conservative scholars
and translators formed in 1965
to create and revise the NIV,
will oversee the new revision.
An effort earlier this decade to
create a separate version of the
NIV that used more genderinclusive language in an attempt
to reach a younger audience fell
flat with groups that felt it
crossed the line.
That edition, Today's New
International Version, will cease
publication once the . new-look
NIV is released, said Moe
Girkins, president of Grand
Rapids,
M ich -based
Zondervan, its North American
publisher.
"Whatever its strengths, the
TNIV has become an emblem of
division in the evangelical
Christian world," Girkins said.
It was the TNIV that ushered
in changes from "sons of God"
to "children of God," or "brothers" to "brothers and sisters." In
Genesis I. God created "human
beings" in his own image
instead of "man."
Many prominent pastors and
scholars endorsed the changes.
But critics said masculine terms
in the original should not be
tampered with. Some warned
that changing singular gender
references to plural ones alters
what the Bible says about God's
relationships with individuals.

Photo prOvIded

YOUNG FARMERS SUMMER TOUR: Members of the Calloway County Young Farmers
Chapter recently attended the Young Farmers Summer Tour in Morehead. Pictured above,
from left, are: Shea Lowe, YFA State Treasurer, Scott Lowe, YFA State vice president; Tim
Lax,Calloway County Young and Adult Agriculture teacher; Jordan Lax; and Renee Lax. Plans
are being made for Calloway County to host the summer tour next July, it was reported.

CENTRAL CITY, Ky. (A19
— Organizers of the annu4
Everly Brothers Rock-n-Roe
Cruise-In in western Kentucky
say the festival will be bigger
than ever this year.
Clarence Brewer Sr. is one of
the creators of the festival at
Central City. He says activities
include the Gospelfest on
Wednesday, an auction and tal;
ent show on Thursday, a cruisein Friday and a car show
Saturday.
Brewer told the MessengerInquirer in Owensboro that
"it's going to be much larger
this year than it's ever been."
The event was started eight
years ago by some Central City
residents after the Everly
Brothers retired from its annual
festival.
Cruise-in organizers estimate
10,000 to 15,000 people will
attend.
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Melissa Newton, training officer with the Kentucky
Commission on Community Volunteerism and Service, writes
input down from local non-profits yesterday in the Curris
Center's Barkley Room.

II Volunteers ...
From Front
One of the people present at
the forum, which was held in
the Barkley Room in Murray
State University's Curns Center,
was Bob Jackson, MSU's associate vice president for institutional advancement. Jackson is
one of 25 commissioners with
the KCCVS, which is part of the
Cabinet for Health and Family
Services. He said the agency
was advancing many programs
acioss the state and that Gov.
Steve Beshear would be reviewing the three-year plan when it
is complete.
Melissa Newton, a training
officer with the KCCVS, took
notes on what programs nearby
agencies were currently working on. These included combating child hood obesity, children's reading programs, free
dance lessons for special needs
adults, financial planning and
budgeting help for struggling
Families, plans to connect local
industries with public school
career studies and preventing
domestic violence before it
becomes senous.
The agency representatives
then talked about problems that
needed solving. Among many
issues discussed, a woman with
Big Brothers Big Sisters said
she would like to see more funding or staffing to match mentors
with kids. Another person said
there were many disabled people who needed meals delivered
to their homes and another said
a lack of access to health care

and dental care was a major
problem in her community.
Others talked about bullying,
both at school and on the
Internet and how many school
policies were too broad and outdated to address new, pressing
problems. A few others said that
there were many seniors that
have trouble taking care of their
homes and need people to help
with things like structural maintenance and mowing the lawn.
Some of those present said
volunteers
had
recruiting
become more difficult in the
current economic climate. Many
who might have retired and
given their time are now having
to delay retirement or go back to
work, they said. One person said
it might be easier to recruit if
they could offer more seasonal
or short-term volunteering
opportunities.
Cackowski said changes in
society might be partly to blame
for a decrease in volunteering.
She said that after more women
began entering the work force in
the 1960s. not much changed
for them at home and they were
still expected to do the majority
of household chores and childrearing. For the children they
raised, volunteering wasn't as
much a part of their lives as it
had been with the previous generation, she said. She and others
at the forum said, though, that
children at schools that require
service hours are discovering
that they enjoy helping others.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 09-CI-00298

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00125
COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P,

LeIMI
Nabs

WIN
Mks

PLAINTIFF,

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC,

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
STEVEN C. SKAGGS,CHRISTINA SKAGGS,
A/K/A CHRISTY SKAGGS, MORTGAGE
ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,INC.,

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALL()WAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00206

VS. NOTICE OF SALt
ROQUITA HARTLEY
WILLIAM HARTLEY,
DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 10, 2009, in the above cause,to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of$326,115.12, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, September 18, 2009, at the
hour of 1000 cm.,local time, or thereabout, the following described property
tented in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 111 Croestield
Drive, Murray, KY 41071, and being more particularly described as follow.:
Lots #49 and 050 of the Crosefield East Subdivision as shown on the plat of
record in Plat Book 20, Page 4, Slide 1816, and replatted in Plat Book 38, Page
82, Slide 3698, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
This property conveyed herein is subject to those restrictions of record and
specifically those recorded in Plat Book 20, Page 4, Slide 1816, as above referenced.

DEFENDANTS.

Lot No. 3 in Section .r in the Meadow Lane Subdivision to the town of Murray,
Kentucky. as shown in corrected plat of record in the Office of the Clerk of
Calloway County in Deed Book 103, Page 459, being a lot 90feet east and west
and approximately 160 feet north and south.

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky, being part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 29, lbwniship 3. Range
3 East, and also being Tract 2 of•Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book
31. Page 82, Slide 2998, and being further described as follows:

The above-described lot is conveyed subject to the following restrictions:

Beginning at a #4 rebar 03176 set 30.00 feet out of the centerline of Hammond
Road (Ky. Hwy 1836)and 2667.66 feet south of the centerline of Backusburg
Road (Ky. Hwy 464), the northwest corner of the tract described herein;

1. No building is to be constructed on the above described lot closer than 60 feet
to the right of way oIrthe street.

thence, North 88 deg. 51 min. 34 sec. East for a distance of 82.06 feet to a #4
rebar w/cap #3175 set at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract;

2. This property is to be used for residential purposes only.

The above restrictions run with the title to this property and the heirs and
assigns of the Grantee are bound by and take title subject to said restrictions.

thence, South 00 deg. 49 mm. 15 sec_ East for a distance of 136.07 feet to a #4
rebar w/cap #3175 set;

4. No temporary building is to be erected on the above described lot.
thence, South 49 deg. 43 rem. 22 sec. East of•distance of 158.86 feet to a #4
rebar w/cap 3175 set;

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and emements in favor of the estate ofsaid coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Requite Hartley, and husband, William
Harley, by deed from Jimmy D. Miller, et ux., dated December 3.2008, of record
in Book 768, Page 502, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be mold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due an payable in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem tame.

ROBERT M. MANLEY, III, and
DAWN M. MANLEY

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of s Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 13, 2009, in the above cause, to matimty the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $112,562.41. I shall proceed to offer for
sole at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. September 18, 2009, at the
hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1216 Peggy Ann
Drive, Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described as follows:

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Dustin Lane by deed from Kyle Miller, et
me, dated December 28, 2007, of record in Book 727, Page 167, in the office of
the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sole until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security_ All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes_

A 0.285 acre tract(Aland as surveyed by Allgood surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, shown as Lot 6, DOWD Heights Subdivision, Plat Book 2, Page 23,
Slide 23, and being more particularly described as follows:
BEGINNING at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land and
the Northwest corner of the Lottie Bowden property, Deed Book 140, Page 88,
said point being an existing iron pin 53044- feet East of the centerline of
Kirkwood Drive and 20.00 feet South of the centerline of Peggy Ann Drive;
Thence, South 0 deg_ 17' 31 East - 137.30 feet with the said Bowden West
Property Line to an exerting iron pipe at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
Thence, North 88 deg. 17' 18" West - 90.74 feet with the James Limiter North
Property Line and generally along a fence to an existing iron pipe at the
Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 0 deg. 03' 67" West - 136.95 feet with the James Rose East
Property Line, Deed Book 140, Page 392 to an existing iron pipe at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, South 88 deg. 30' 00" East- 90.19 feet with the South side of Peggy Ann
Drive to the point of beginning, together with and subject to covenants easements and restrictions of record
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and eseements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Robert W Manley, III, et us by deed
dated May 25, 2007, of record in Book698, Page 17, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court
The Aforementioned property shall be sold on • cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days. but if sold on a credit of thirty (30)dare the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent(10%I of the purchase price and execute bond
with good and sufficient surety for the remainder, bearing interest at 121 per
annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable within thirty
days A hen shalt be retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner, but the
property shall be sold subject to the current ad valorem taxes
This 26th-day of August, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00228
HSBC MORTGAGE SERVICES, INC.,

PLAINTIFF.

VS. NOTICE OF SALE
MICHAEL ROBERSON,A/K/A MICHAEL D. ROBERSON;
JAMIE ROBERSON,AlISJA JAMIE L. ROBERSON;
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,CITY OF MURRAY.
SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC.,

thence South 86 deg. 38 min. 48 sec. West for•distance of 207.83 feet to•#4
rebar w/cap *3175 set 30.00 feet east of the centerline of Hammond Road,the
southwest corner of the hereto described tract;

Tbgetfier with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.
This tract contains 1.224 acres.

PLAINTIFF.
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

thence, South 00 deg. 32 min. 49 seconds East for•distance of 1251.12 feet to a
#4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the southeast corner of the herein described tract;

thence, along•line 90.00 feet from and parallel to the centerline of Hammond
Road North 00 deg. 12 min. 46 sec East for•distance of 370.15 feet to the point
of beginning.

This 26th day of August, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No,09-CI-00014

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 13, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 290,158.45, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, September 3, 2009, at the
hour of 10..00 a.m., 10C111 time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 3720 Hammond
Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Steven C. Skaggs and wife,
Christy Skaggs by deed from Theresa Garland, dated May 2, 2008, of record in
Book 542, Page 500, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

This 26th day of August, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

DUSTIN LANE,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on August 10, 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $149,094.20, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthoues door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, September 18, 2009, at the
hour of 10:00 cm., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address hang 1607 Johnson
Boulevard, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

3. No residence is to be constructed on the above lot that shall have less than a
$12,000.00 appraised value including the lot.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commiseioner one-third tithe purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments MI within thirty(30)days, With enMr4
surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gm and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals. if any

U.S. BANK, NA

SAC HOME LOANS SERVICING LP
F/K/A COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING L.P,

PLAINTIFF.

DEFENDANTS.

This 12th day of August, 2009.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

By virtue of. Default Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on July 13„ 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of
the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $89,050.02 plu a attorney fees of at
least $2,600.00, pursuant to KRS 411.196, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, September 3, 2009, at the hour of
10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky. with its address being 22 Skyway. Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:

i
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Lots #127 and #128 in Unit 2 of Panorama Shores located on Kentucky Lake as
shown by plat of record in the office of the Clerk of Calloway County in Plat
Book 2. Page 20, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
Murray. Kentucky.
The above-described properties are sold subject to the restrictions set forth in
the office of ;the Clerk of the Calloway County Court in Plat Book 2, Page 73,
and such restrictions are specifically referred to in this conveyance and incorporated herein as if same were written in full.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in fevor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Michael D. Roberson and wife. Jamie I
Roberson, by deed dated March 17, 2006, of record in Book 636, Page 608, in thoffice of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on •credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
within thirty (30) days, and the purchaser shall be required to execute bond,
with surety thereon, to be approved by the Master Commissioner to secure the
unpaid portion 01 the purchase price, said bond bearing interest at 121. per
annum firem the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30)
days A lien shall he retained on the property as additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, hut shall he wild subject to the current year ad valorem taxes

NOTICE
Advertisers ere
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
responsible for only
one Incorrect humornon. Any error
should be
reported Immedistlely so corrections can
be made.
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ROOM
to
Grow
Preschool is not affliated with any other center.

occur. Readers using
this information do so
at their own risk
Although
persons
and companies mentioned
herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities_

i

I Subscribefor all vour hometownfootball action! 1

& Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies
do

This 12th day of August. 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
$30.00 3 menthe- carrier delivery 753-1916

Calloway County Conservation District
would like to announce that
our No-Till Drill is now located at
Security Seed & Chemical
798 Butterworth Rd.. Murray
270- 438-4731
The coat for rental will stay the same

Mks

Money Order

I St Address
I
City
I
I State

Visa

kV('

Zip

Oaytime Ph
I
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Tiraen
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call 12701 753-1916
I,

e
e
e

CIASSIFIEDS

2B • Wednesday,September 2, 2009

Murray Ledger & Times

& Orden
Make

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00263
CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

IMMEDIATE OPENING
NEED EXTRA CASH')
• Minimot Hours • Monthly Pay

PLAINTIFF,

VS NOTICE OF SALE
DANIEL BEARD A/K/A
DANIEL R BEARD, PAULA BEARD,

Taking Applications for
County Route Carrier For
The Mutray Ledger & Times

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Cheuit
Court on July 13, 2009, in the above owes, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $78,120.71. I shall proceed to offer for
male at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,September 3, 2009, at the
hour of 10:00 •.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its addrein being 2989 Roosevelt
Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Legal description of•tract of land situated at 2989 Roosevelt Road (Kentucky
Highway 1348) located approximately 7.6 miles northeast of the City of Murray,
In the County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being•part of the Northwest
quarter of Section 17, Thernship 3, Rage 6 East, and being Tract 1 of•Minor
Subdivision Plat of the Lola Jones Estate property as recorded in Plat Book 37,
Page 57. Slide 3673, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a ?" diameter Debar w/cap #3175 set in the south line of Roosevelt
Road located approximately 40 east of Mile Marker 3, and being the southeast
corner of Tract 1 described herein;

Must h(lve OW!) i•U t()rflQblIt"good driving
rec
insuron:..e Six day pet
.
erv
vyeek doh ,
:!)tplested persons should
orilf= 1-)y und pi( k up on applicat4on of
Thc murrc,y t.eduei &
Inc \, ,hitneh A,1

PLEASE NO PHONE CALLS
TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
NURSERY LABORER

Thence, severing the lands of the Lola Jones Estate property, south 71 degrees
20' 27" west 290.40' to a ?" diameter rebar w/cap #3176 set the southwest corner
of Tract 1;
Thence, North 18 degrees 39' 33" west 247.87' to•r diameter rebar w/cap
413175 set, the northwest corner of Tract 1;
Thence, North 64 degrees 21'01- East 292.57' to•r diameter rebar w/cap
e3175 set in the South line of Roosevelt Road;
Thence, 30'from and parallel to the centerline of Roosevelt Road, with the arc of
a curve to the right having a radius of 221.09' for an arc distance of 307.72', the
chord of which bears South 18 degrees 39' 33" East 283.48' to the point of beginning
This tract contains 2.000 acres but is subject however to any easement which
may be of record. This tract was surveyed by VL Associates, ICPLS 03222, on
August 8, 2005.

10/01/2009 to 07/01/2010 TN 05798183
Little Creek Nursery McMinnville, TN 7 Openings
10/01/2009 to 07/01/2010 KY 00384999
Heartland Hydo Benton, XY 3 Openings
11/01/2008 to 09/01/2010 TN 85798175
Hale & Hines Nursery McMinnville, TN 12 Openings
Wage $8.00i$8.29 HR. 3/4 contract hours guaranteed,
all tools and equip at no charge. Housing provided for
those beyond commuting at no cost Transportation
and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract completed.
Transport daily to wodutite. Apply for this job at the
nearest office of state worldorc• agency in this WOO
Using lob ORIEN numbers above with a copy of this
advertisement Subject to random drug test at OMP/OVMS COM.

Except any Interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Daniel Bard and Paula Beard, his wife, by
deed from Norma Jean Rees, et al., dated August 25, 2006, of record in Book
809, Page 497, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on•cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on•credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security. All delinquent times shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be mold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of August, 2009.
RerpectAilly submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

..411
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INVITMION TO SID
The Murray Police Department will EileDiye sealed
bids for the purchase and installation of one UHF
P-2Z. Kienerood digital mobile radio and accessories,
five 1Cenwood digital portable radios and accessories, one Zetron 4010 console, as well as one
IntegratarRD Dispatch Workstation. Bids are to be
marked "Radio Equipment'and delivered to the
City Clerk's Office by 200 pin. Local time on
Wednesday,September 16,9009 where they will be
opened and read aloud. Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's office located at 104 North 5th
St., Murray, Kentucky 49071. The City of Murray
reserves the right to webe informalities and to
reject any and all bids.
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LOOKING for roommate near the lake.
$125 month.
270-293-4234

Mg

t end Found

LOST: Solid black long
hair female cat 11 yrs.
old. Last seen 8-25 on
Carol Drive. Name is
Abbie, no collar & is
declawed. Please call
Kelly at 753-8940 or
227-5537.
Ihnled
2 Sales Reps needed:
Inside phone sales.
salary & commission.
Resume to: Peco, PO
Box 363, Murray, KY
AVON part time help
needed $1,600 bonus
cash opportunity. 931627-1676
BABYSITTER needed
References are
required Call for
details 293-1973
FIRST Presbyterian
Church in Pans, TN is
looking for a part-time
accompanist Organ &
piano skills required.
Competitive
salary.
Please send resume
to: P.O Box 107, Paris,
TN 38242 or e-mail to:
fpcparis Ccharterinter
net corn

CDL Drivers Wanted.
Looking for serious
individuals who are
able to follow policies
and procedures to
support organization's
goals and values.
Must have dedication
to work hard and be
committed to customer service. Some
holiday work is
required. Good pay,
401K plan and insurance are available.
Individual will be
required to pass DOT
physical and random
drug screening. Must
have a clean MVR
and good driving
record. Serious individuals should stop by
our office and fill out
an application at: 414
Jimtown Road,
Mayfield, KY.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger corn,*
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this websae.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
Job listings Thank you
HANDYMAN/
man/
Maintenance
Driver Good driving
record, good
with
hands & experience
with lawn care Start at
minimum wage
752-0201

Orschein Farm & Homes has opening for a
Assistant Manager Assistant, ResponsibNities
Include tire shop duties, freight handling and at
aspects of customer service. This position
offers flexible hours, competitive salary,
comprehensive benefits and valuable growth
potential. Apply online at wvnv.orecheinfannhome.com E.O.E. Company-wide
Managment Opportunities viewable onNnel

COMMUNITY Youth
Services is now hiring
for part -time/PRN
youth WOlitailli to work
in oui residential treatment facilities in the
Calloway. Graves and
McCracken
County
areas.
Candidates
must be dependable
and a caring individual
to provide behavior
management to at risk
Candidates
teens.
must have reliable
transportation.
Minimum
Requirements: High
School diploma/GED,
1 year experience in
chadcare, 21 years of
age. Candidates must
be able to pass all
background checks.
Applications are to be
submitted online at
Rescare.com.
For
instructions and directions on filling out the
online
application
please call 270-5278388. Deadline for
is
applications
September 14, 2000.
EOE/INF/DN

Britteven of Benton currently taking
applications for an Administrative Nurse.
The applicant must have the following
qualifications: RN - licensed in the state of
Kentucky and have at least 2 years LTC
experience. Duties will include but are not
limited to: CIA programs to include infection
control, restorative nursing and weight
management.
Apply In person at &known of Benton
21107 Main Street Hwy 641 South
Benton, KY 42025.
No phone calls plasma.
EOE/AAE

Irkrin7J
RN - Full Time - Days M - F
RN - Full Time- Afternoons M - F
We offer competitive wages and an exceNen
benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky.
Apply In person at &Rawer( of Benton
2607 Main Street Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE
Mel aih

IBM is seeking a part time
Independent Contractor (IC)
in the Murray and Mayfield areas to
participate in a mail study it's conducting with the United States Postal
Service, The IC will mail letters from
local collection boxes and receive
$15.00 for each correct mailing.

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
parson after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
LOOKING for
hairdresser in new
hair salon. Call at
753-5042 or 978-0177
Practical Dental
Assisting
Registration is now
open class begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off
Information and registration forms available
a
www.boh tridentsI co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Limited!

If interested, call
1-800-688-0330 ext. 7762.

lastit & Makers

to Sty
BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value. 2936999

GE, 30' Built-in double
oven, Jenn Air, 30"
Stainless Steel Cook
top. Hotpoint DoubleDoor Refrigerator,
Kenmore Ultra Wash II
dishwasher,
microwave and ceiling
fans. 753-5447.
IMPRESSIVE, large
authentic
mounted,
buffalo head. Paid
$1,800. Will take best
offer. 436-5400.
MATCHING blue sofa,
love-seat & recliner
$250, Recliner $75,
coffee-tables & 2 end
tables $75, refrigerator
$100, dryer $75,
futon-bed $30, 4wheeler $450,
weedeater $30. Call
753-3297 after 2pm
MOVING must sell
treadmill. Sear ProForm 400c Crosswalk,
2 years old. 753-1547.
PIANO, High
boy
chest, settee, 2 chairs,
old bedroom suite,
rugs, dresser & futon.
Puryear
(731) 247-5735
.r
VV.'i,Itroi I

U

it , to

Purple
hull
peas,
sweet corn & green
beans. Call to place
order. 753-4802 Ma*
Paschall.
OCA Portable spa (hot
tub) dream star 2 person, great condition,
$400 753-0647

11411(

Ft
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

Best the county has
Call Terrell TiclweN

753-9075
270 227-21 3
VINYL
pool, 18ft,
round with cover, ladder and sand pump filter. $150 293-6264
after 4pm.
System
WOLFF
Sunquest Pro 24HRS
suntan bed. $400 firm,
mint condition.
Call-753-0343
Appliances
LARGE •
SELECTION
IISID APPI IAN( S,

GOOD used carpeting,
air cond., elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator. storm windows,
etc 753-4109

[
MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

Aides
For Sale

Horns Furnishings
AMERICAN Duncan
Phyfe mahogany
drop leaf dining table
(w/protective pads.) 6dining
upholstered
chairs. Double china
cabinet Loads of display & storage. $1,200
759-1664
TOP quality
consignment furniture.
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

'sully

& Maws
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004

(270) 753 1713

APPLES Old Murray
Paris Rd. Eldridge
753-2579

Meneigernent

LIE

www.murraykyapartmenta.com
270-767-9111
Specializing in newly built
1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, trash & Cable TV included
Appliances included. No PETS!

4

42.1
1988
Fleetwood
14x70, 2BR. 2BA,
newly
remodeled.
$7,500 obo. Must be
moved. 270-293-0472.

s•

Ii

31/1

$aw wrne 1 vitsta LEASE
Ois mktlive *drams Apanmems
Central Heat & Air

-ACCEPTING APPIJCATIONS

1995 16x80 Atlantic,
38R/2BA. 4-acres,
Kiricsey area.
(270)559-2881
.2BR, 28A 18x70
1998 Clayton home on
1/2 acre near Kenlake
SAP. Full refurbishment lust complete.
$29,900
•48R, 2BA 28x60
2001 Fleetwood home
on
3/4-acre. 10-miles
north of Murray 1-mile
off
Hwy-841. $42,900.
270-791-9792.

-

4.1 .
1 .1

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

FSBO 38R, 2BA 2004
16x80 Clayton, must
move. $15,000. 5809
Wadesboro Rd. S.
Hardin.
293-5916,
703-2477, 705-1978.

16X70,2BR.28A,total
electric in Hardin,
$495. 270-703-4788
2BR, no pets, nonsmoking, $300/mo.
East Calloway County.
(270)820-8256

1 BR apt, various lea
cations. Coleman RE
Move In free days
753-9898
1 BR apt. clean and
nice. All appliances
including w/d. No pets.
270-436-2524,
cell
270-293-8906.

1,2&3 Bedroom.
753-0806
available.
2, 3BR
locations.
Various
Coleman RE.
753-9898
2BR Duplex, C/H/A,
all appliances, newly
remodeled, 1003-B
Northwood.
(270)753-0259

1!4,

V 1 4.

Property

MF 185, excellent condition, good tires, new
engine. $5,800.
293-8739.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

WARD ItKINC
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633

HOUSECLEANING
270-293-5806

Articles
For Sets

Cub Cadet mower,
Model # 1782 60 in.
deck, Kabota diesel
motor, 1,189 hours.
1989 Cub Cadet model
# 1181 18hp Kohler
motor, 50 in. deck,
needs drive shaft.
228-3693.

28R, 2BA, garbage,
water & cable included,$550 month, 1 year
lease, 104 Park St.
753-9479 ask for
Debbie Mac or 7591509 after 5:00pm.
.4 BR brick, 2-1/2
bath, all appliances,
no pets, 1 year lease,
$760/month, deposit.
•1 BR upstairs $275.
No pets.
*Small 2BR mobile
home in Alm°. Nc
Pets753-4937
4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE.
753-9898
Beautiful 2BR, 2.5BA.
large LA each BR has
it's own rivate bath.
huge kitchen, dining
area with breakfast
bar, large pantry, outstorage. w/d
side
hook-up.
752-0201
DOWNSTAIRS
apt.
16r,1Ba, w/d, refrigerator, stove. Lease
required.
208
S.
Cherry St. 753-5341,
293-2418.
DUPLEX for rant, all
appilances.
767-9944.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2br units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility impairment
Phone:
accessible.
&
492-8721. Mon
Thurs
10-12am. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056.
Housing
Equal
Opportunity.
LARGE 38R apt.
newly remodeled, on
campus. CM/A, W&D.
$600 water. sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets 759-4696, 2934600

4.. •

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Censer 0121 s. & Glwrisk.
14X11 $25 'PAIS $W
(270)434-2514
(2/0)2934966
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
"We sell boxes)
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

liook; Mini
c-;tontqn
THREE bedroom 2
bath duplex with doubt* garage. All appliances, one year lease,
one month deposit, no
pets. $750.00. Call
270-753-2905.
For Rent

ar

mmercis1Prop

2&4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required. 753-4109

For Si.

38R brick, fenced.
storage, double drive,
carport,
hardwood
floors, clean, $675/mo.
no pets. Call 293-6070
38R very nice, carport,
hardwood floors. Also
46R, 2BA. Coleman
RE
753-9898
501 South 6th St.
Nice
3-BR, 1 BA, dining,
living, bonus room,
washer, dryer,
refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, beautiful
hardwood/tile.
270-761-1317.
ONE or two bedroom
house for rent in country. Comes with appliances, one bath and
carport. One year
lease, one month
deposit, no pets.
$575.00. Call 270753-2905.

16X30 storage or
shop
$150.00. 227-5173

4,400 SqFt
Professional Office
Building in Downtown
Murray. For more
information please
contact Matt Jennings
at SBG Real Property
Professionals at
270-753-9999 x111.

46625 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom,
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119, 293-2482.
FOR lease 48x40
metal building, 12ft.
walls, insulated, gas
heat. Located at 406
Sunbury
Circle,
Murray. Call
270-436-2935
RETAIL Store in
Hazel. 2500 SF +/plus 960 SF porch.
Really nice!
$750.00/month.
Additional 2500 SF
available for only
$400.00 more if
needed.
270-492-8211
South Center office/
business for rent.
1,000 sq,ft,., 700 sq.ft.
753-0606

A&F Warehoesing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7868

& Supplies
AKC miniature, long
haired
Dachshund.
black & tan. $200.
437-4183
AKC
miniature
Dachshund, black &
tan, males or females.
6-wks old, $250.00.
(731)247-3727

(AC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
lit 1 .,'
ritor,ly K

HAY- Hybrid Bermuda
grass. Round bale
$35ea.. square bale
$4.25ea. 293-3805.
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seatims
LOCALLY grown pre
mium hay. Available a
all times. Alfalfa,
mixes, grass, grass
mixes. Square and
round bales. Some
wrapped. High protein,
TDN. Students & truckers welcome. 270-7538848 before 9:00pm
Yard UN
2 FAMILY
YARD SALE
1006 FAIRLANE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Bikes. clothes, glassware, exercise equipment, western home
decor, outside furniture, cook stove,
Christmas items,
odds & ends.

TA

RAGE
Fl ST.
kG
ex15$44

.2524

YARD SALE
1481
BURKEEN RD
Off Hwy 80, last
house on left
THURS, FRI & SAT
7:00-4:30

ER
IAGE
a control

95 Ford Taurus,
lamps, 200 amp meter
pole, bicycle, childs
rocking horse, toys &
elliptical, lots of other
Items

armed
lean
oxesl
Hauls.
)0.

ilitansue

Itril
it

(-1

I Prop.

Vice
vmtown
tore
oase
ennings
'roperty
at
x111.

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
tiousIng Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
is subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act. which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion. sex, handicap, familial status or national origin, or miention to make any such preferences, limitations or discnminatuin
Mate Laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis.
For further rwistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements., contact NAA Counsel
Rene P. Milam. f70:0 SOX-ROO

p. For Roll
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3F +/orch.
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0 SF
fly
if

r office/
rent.
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vms

re, long
lishund,
200.

niniature
black &
females.
6250.00.

HALEY Real Estate
Appraising
270-759-4218

Propyty
Labor Day
Weekend Sale
LAKEFRONT LOT
WI Dock Bullt
only $49,900
(woo $124,900)
SAVE 60%!!!
Spectacular lakefront
lot w/ boat dock
already built on
fabulous Kentucky
Lake, a 160,000 acre
recreational paradise.
Paved rd w/ utils &
new survey. Excellent
financing. Must sae!
Call now 1-800-7043154 www.kylakedalosam

Lots For $ole
3 acre lot. Brooks
Chapel & Finley Rd.
Flat, small pond, good
building lot. $18,000.
270-227-2335

L.

RENOVATED 2BR.
2BA, brick house, at
New Concord, large
rooms, C/H/A, fireplace. efficiency apt in
basement with outside
entrance. nice large
iot, under $76,000.
293-9913 436-2487

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured. Emergency
293-8377
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling. Clean out
garages, gutters. iunk
& tree work.

1 1,1‘ ju!
t

„
Call 753-5606
BRUSH & HAMMER
**SPECIAL"'
$50 off painting of
2 rooms
• Painting • Fix-it's
• Repairs• Decks
pressure washed
& stained

(270)438-2228

3BR, 2 BA new construction,1316
Larkspur. Campbell
Estate. $229,000
Call for appt.
753-3966, 293-9747.
3BR, 20'x20' privacy
deck. 404 N. Cherry
St.
Asking-$19,500.
293-4647

aissessaiss

KFN
CONSTMJC HON

97 Honda Civic, silver,
5sp. $1,500.
519-5969.

L&M
(AWN SIERVI(
Mowing, Mani, urmg,
1 anrist aping S.
1.41 Vail/1111110i.;
saii%fartion guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611
0.00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
-Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home/ Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

227-0587
753-2353
ALL Carpentry
•Remodeling
-Additions
*Decks
•Porches
•Pole Barns
•Laminate Floors
•Tile
•Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
•Underpinning
Larry Nimn-

Farina's
scr-• ice•, inc.

/MI MIMAIIIMMOO & Dibrie Reflodwil
1bbrimed or removed

is:Z=

NM Ina:fern opquipment
4/41409/11181111110Meg liersloo •thermed & Insured

NM now Jr.

imemion•co:270.227-3140
jdb N ormadele one customer is wrestled •

HANDYMAN
Do you need help? I do
painting, concrete, carpentry, and masonry
work Home 731-2475359 or Cell 731-2345933

JOSEPH RONE
MASONRY
Concrete, brick block &
stone
564-6158
210-5324

ices Mood

ML (ad-tAGE

JONES
ROOFING

DOORS

Licensed la Insured
Free *Mims**

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

DNS HOUSE
CLEANING SERVICE
The deepest clean
aroundl Call tor

(029:I 1
. .0)/

tree estimate
(615)594-5299
(270)970-2733
smoosos
HOUSE HUSBAND
HANDYMAN
-Repairs 'Docks
•Bathtubs
No Jobs too small!
(270)519-8155

W

Mato Mood

David's Home
Improvement
LEC

MOON MOWING
SERVICE
Affordable lawn care
with negotiable
prices. Call Daniel
(270)970-2778

\II 1 \ I R(M), 's

NADEAU ROOFING
& CONSTRUCTION
•Roofing •Flooring
•Decks •All Home
Improvements
(270)978-2111

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor „loots
Remodeling & Plumbing

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their
own
risk.
Although persona and
companies mentioned
herein are believed to
be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for thee activities.
.14reeile.Ortfr.
ray toetsse 00to

Will Do Insurance Work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

wroi*.ITI,,
0.
*

m

rayiertier.00m

Disney catches comics giant Marvel in a $4B web

USED TIRES

2001 Chevy Blazer,
white, 4-door, leather
seats,-sun-roof, excellent condition, $5,000.
753-0195 or 227-0600

iftmd

‘‘,1)11 \I I

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
Auto parts
IIIIF----f_
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

YOUR AD
COUI.D HE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75 00
A MONTH
( ALL. 753-1916

wow

I4
7 ;I S

753-9562

293-7372

2002 Hyundai GT,
leather package, sunroof, new brakes, new
tires, 140k miles
$4,495.
(270)474-0403

CO.

3ermuda
id bale
ire bale
3805

New 2-4
Bedroom Mem le
Newfield Fateles.
IHIG
rre
irsiZavrty

Since 1986
24 Noun sounrsca
Res ('out.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All iohs - hi tor small

07 Mazda RX-8
Black, 31,XXX
270-293-9734

Mlboot .11,11.1111111

1-2482.
48x40
Ig, 12ft.
:ed. gas
I at 406
Circle,

GREAT starter home.
164
Bendefield Ln , North
School District. 3Br,
2Pa, fenced yard, new
new heating & air,
city water, garden,
$75,000,
270-9781900, 270-759-2276.

Hill Electric

Used Cars

9•14p.TelloiTY

P. Tiled
athroom,
Next to

FSBO 3BR, IBA,
1.2 acres, 24x30 separate garage wired,
5609 Wadesboro Rd.
S., Hardin. As is. 2935916, 703-2477 or
705-1978.
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ECONOMY Al110
BODY REPAIR &
PAINTING
SE RV IC F
•All over
$3,000 & up
•One panel
$300 & us

By RYAN NAKASHIMA
AP Business Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
Walt Disney Co. is punching its
way into the universe of superheroes and their male fans with a
deal announced Monday to
acquire Marvel Entertainment
Inc. for $4 billion, bringing
characters such as Iron Man and
Spider-Man into the family of
Mickey Mouse and "Toy Story."
The surprise cash-and-stock
deal sent Spidey senses tingling
in the comic book world. It
could lead to new rides, movies,
action figures and other outlets
for Marvel's 5,0(X) characters,
although Marvel already was
aggressively licensing its properties for such uses.
The deal won't have benefits
right away, and Disney stock
sank on the news. Disney
expects a short-term profit hit,
and Marvel characters from XMen to Daredevil are locked up
in deals with other movie stu-

dios and theme parks. But
Disney's CEO, Robert Iger,
promised an action-packed
future.
"Sparks will fly' is the
expression that comes to mind,"
Iger told analysts.
Stan Lee, the 86-year-old cocreator of -Spider-Man" and
many more of Marvel's most
famous characters, said he was
thrilled to be informed of the
marriage Monday morning.
"I love both companies," he
said. "From every point of view,
this is a' great match.The deal is expected to close
by the end of the year and marks
Disney's biggest acquisition
since it purchased Pixar
Animation Studios Inc., the
maker of "Up" and "Cars," for
$7.4 billion in stock in 2006.
Marvel would follow another
storied comic book publisher
into the arms of a media conglomerate. DC Comics, the
home of Superman. Batman and

Wonder Woman, was bought by
Warner Bros. — now part of
Time Warner Inc. — in 1969.
Buying Marvel is meant to
improve Disney's following
among men and boys. Disney
acknowledges it lost some of its
footing with guys as it poured
resources into female favorites
such as "Hannah Montana" and
the Jonas Brothers.
"Disney will have something
guys grew up with and can experience with their kids, especially
their sons," said Gareb Shamus,
whose
company
Wizard
Entertainment Group runs several of the Comic-Con conventions around the nation.
Marvel TV shows already
account for 20 hours per week of
programming on Disney's
recently rebranded, boy-focused
cable network, Disney XD, and
that looks likely to increase, Iger
said. The shows are "right in the
wheelhouse for boys," he said.
There will be some lag before

Marvel's trove of characters are
fully developed at Disney,
because of licensing deals
Marvel has with other studios.
For example, Sony Corp.'s
Columbia Pictures is developing
the next three "Spider-Man"
sequels, starting with "SpiderMan 4" set for a May 2011
release. News Corp.'s 20th
Century Fox has the long-term
movie rights to the "X-Men,"
"Fantastic Four,""Silver Surfer"
and "Daredevil" franchises.
Both studios maintain those
rights in perpetuity unless they
fail to make more movies.
Separately, Viacom Inc.'s
Paramount Pictures has a fivepicture distribution deal for
Marvel-made movies, the first
of which will be "Iron Man 2,"
set for release next May.
Paramount said it expects to
continue working with Marvel
and Disney.

UK police to review Rolling Stones guitarist death
LONDON(AP)— Forty years
after the body of Rolling Stones
guitarist Brian Jones was found
floating in his swimming pool
following a binge of drugs and
drinking, police said Monday
they are reviewing the case in
light of new evidence turned
over by a journalist.
Jones' 1969 drowning was
ruled an accident, though friends
and fans have long insisted the
27-year-old rock star was murdered, and reports have swirled
of a deathbed confession by a
building contractor.
Sussex police in southeast
England said they will examine

the new documents and have not
yet decided whether to officially
reopen the case.
-It's too early to comment at
this time as to what the outcome
might be," the Sussex duty
inspector said, reading a statement over the telephone.
Police did not give further
details or name the journalist.
The Mail on Sunday identified
him as Scott Jones — a freelancer who is not related to the
musician — and said he had
handed over 600 documents to
police.
Brian Jones was a founding
member of the Rolling Stones

and reportedly came up with the
band's name, taking it from a
song title on a Muddy Waters
album cover.
"In the beginning, Brian Jones
was the real catalyst for the
Rolling Stones, the smart, handsome,
multi-instrumentalist
leader who loved the blues and
galvanized the band," Jasen
Emmons, the director of curatorial
affairs
at
Seattle's
Experience Music Project, said
in an e-mail.
But his role started to shrink as
the band branched out from
blues covers,"and his legendary

substance abuse made him less

Illoroscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Thursday, Sept. 3, 2009:
This year, witness the power of
determination. Once you decide
to act, the energy will appear.
Plan a lot of time for networking
FOR all you roofing, and forging a clear path in a new
vinyl, metal porches direction. Networking will add
decks and remodeling
many people in your life on mulcall Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156 tiple levels. If you are single,
you move into a new realm
where you are more open to different types of people. A friendship could be the beginning of a
solid bond. If you are attached,
the two of you bond while working on a common cause.
PISCES reads you cold.
FUTRELL'S Tree
The Stars Show the Kind of
Service
Trimming, removal, Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
stump grinding, fire- 4-Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so;
wood. Insured
I -Difficult
489-2839.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
GARAGE
*** The sensitive Ram will feel
a difference midday. You generDOOR
MAINTENANCE ally feel empowered, but for
some reason, you decide to be
.Gutter & Vinyl, an observer. You might have a
lot to gain by following this path
*Installation,
Service & Repair for at least a day or so. Tonight:
Early to bed.
2034094
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
Leave a Moulage ***** You accept challenges
•
well yet question why you are
involved. Let go of an agenda
11\1 I
and enjoy yourself Your high
\\ \LI \II NI energy proves to be irresistible
to many, allowing for a greater
• weekly & special pickup%
give-and-take. A meeting could
• locally nskricti/operated be more important than you
759-1151 • 293-2783 thought. Tonight. Go for what
293-2734
you want.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
Iii itt tilt iii (.1.1titti **** Once you have determined what information you
need, you can step forward and
3301 St Rt 121N
take a stand. Others will respect
753-8087
how you approach a situation
and learn from your thoroughness. You simply need to ask in
order to receive Tonight A must

reliable and desirable, although
it didn't hurt the Stones' reputation IS one of rock n' roll's most
dangerous bands."
Jones stood out even among
his bandmates for his flashy
clothes and prodigious appetite
for drugs. But he was quickly
eclipsed by swaggering lead
singer Mick Jagger and guitarist
Keith Richards, whose songwriting propelled the band's
popularity.
Increasingly marginalized and
drawn to drugs and alcohol,
Jones was convicted twice on
narcotics charges, avoiding jail
by promising to quit his habit.

by laciaelbso Near
appearance.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You will want to take
action and stay on top of your
work. A change of plans might be
in order if an offer comes in that
encourages this diversion. Go
down another path, but be aware
of what is going on around you.
Examine an offer that comes in
from out of left field. Tonight: Opt
for something different.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** A partner makes it clear
that he or she works better on an
individual level. Get together for
a discussion with this person.
Get to the bottom line. This person won't stand for anything
less. You'll see the power of
direct communication. Tonight:
Dinner for two?
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Others will make it close
to impossible to get into your
routine. A boss or supervisor
notices that you are a distraction, possibly dumping more
work on you. You have the energy to deal with nearly anything.
Tonight: Listen to offers.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Focus on what you
need to do, not what you think
you should do. Creativity plays a
strong role in the morning, but by
the afternoon, you decide to
clear out your must-dos.
Enthusiasm and energy punctuate your actions. Tonight: To the
wee hours.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Once you get going, it
could be close to impossible to
stop you. It is important to understand your limits, what you can
embrace and accept. Others
respond to you wholeheartedly,
especially in your inner circle.
Tonight. A force to be dealt with.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** If you want to call it an
early day, please do You might
have started out a bundle of

enthusiasm but would like to
head home early. Finances
could be key to a decision. Be

willing to deal with an opportunity to travel or open a door. You
will feel happier. Tonight:
Juggling opportunities.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Getting an answer to
your inquiry could be a difficult
experience. You discover quite
possibly there is not one set
answer, but multiple perspectives. Keep communication flowing as you seek answers.
Sarcasm has no place in an
earnest discussion. Tonight:
Chat over dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Finances can swing a
decision, and there is nothing
wrong with that What could be a
problem is not acknowledging
the role money plays. Your
instincts lead you down a certain

Clever, Walker( orinhound rim
‘c)ting

ii lull,

path. Your fiery style keeps your
energy high, punctuating an ability to accomplish what is needed. Tonight: Take a hard look at
your budget.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You blend into situations
with ease this afternoon, yet you
might prefer to take a stand.
Your creativity is stimulated by
facing difficult or strange situations. Count on your ability to
move past a problem and find
the perfect path out of the maze.
Tonight: Whatever makes you
smile.
BORN TODAY
Actor Charlie Sheen (1965),
actor Alan Ladd (1913), actress
Valerie Pernne (1943)
*••
Jacqueline Blgar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.

China, Snowshoe

female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM

mix, mit It

temale
SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
4
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Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270)'7 19-4141
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Midis Back
10 years ago
Published is a picture of
Rebecca and Sarah Garth sharing a magazine on space before
the presentation by Astronaut
Story Musgrave at the Murray
State University Lovett Auditorium The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Published are pictures of the
annual Hot August Blues Festival held at Kenlake State Resort
Park for three days over the weekend. The photograph was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Calloway County High school
soccer Team won 6-3 over St.
Mary's at the Jim Nix Soccer
Complex.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of Dr.
Klaus Plitzner and Marian
O'Rourke posing with their
friends from Austria at Calloway
County High School. The photograph was by Staff Photographer Mark Cooper.
Shirley Johnson writes aboto
Gilbert Ross in her column, "Silver Profiles" this week. Ross
delivers Meals on Wheels out
of the Senior Citizens Center.
Sue Darnell, Kentucky teacher
and astronaut, was the guest
speaker at a meeting of the Murray Magazine Club held at the
home of Mrs. John Livesay.
Births reported include a boy
to Cyndi and Darrell Higgins,
Aug. 30.
30 years ago
Rex Thompson, director of
business and financial services
at Murray State University, has
resigned effective Sept,. 7 to
accept a position as school business official of the Paducah
School System.
Members of the Jenny Ridge
Bowhunters Society took top honors at the shoot at Waverly,
Tenn. They were Billy Dodd,
Don Hayes. Randy Lassiter, Paul
Myhill and Bud Raspberry.
In high school football games,

Murray Tigers won 4-0 over
Reidland Greyhounds and Calloway County Lakers lost 40-8
to Marshall County Marshals.
40 years ago
Lt. Sammy S. Knight has
been selected as one of 16 second lieutenants from the United States to participate in the
Army Judge Advocate General
Excess Leave Program. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Knight of Murray.
Tammie Bogard, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Bogard, was
elected to represent the Wranglers Riding Club in the Miss
Wrangler Horsemen's Contest to
be held in Paducah.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rob
Nance Jr., Aug. 24.
50 years ago
Extensive beautification projects are being planned by local
civic clubs in cooperation with
the Murray Chamber of Commerce, according to the newsletter from the chamber.
Charlotte Whitnell will open
her Expression Studio at the
National Hotel with classes to
begin Sept. 5.. This is for students from 3 years and up.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Washburn.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Barrow and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. James Stanfill.
tiO years ago
Four hundred veterans are
expected to enroll at Murray
State College for the fall semester to take advantage of the GI
Bill.
Dr. Ed Carter, head of the
Education Department of Murray State College, is one of the
main speakers at a Conservation Workshop at Louisville.
Hazel Lions Club will have
an ice cream supper on Sept.
3. Entertainment will be featured.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Wife shies away from man's
embrace of nudist's lifestyle

Murray Ledger at Times

No one possible cause
for bacterial infection

Tula In ilistorp

DEAR ABBY: My husband, lot to him. I told him I'd fol"Adam," and I bought a love- low your advice. -- "EVE' IN
ly, secluded home in the coun- UPSTATE NEW YORK
try. We have no children, and
DEAR "EVE": I'm not
our nearest neighbor is a half- opposed to it. From everything
mile away. Now it seems like I have read, and from readers'
my husband plans to spend the testimonials,
the
naturalist
rest of his life in the nude. He lifestyle is healthy and upbeat,
loves it and so give it a try. Just be sure to
often tells me wear sunscreen.
how "relaxP.S. By December, your probing" it feels. km should no longer be a probI must admit lem.
his temperament
has
DEAR ABBY: My friend
improved.
'Opal' worries me. When it
comes to dating, she meets most
Please don't of her men in bars. They're usuget
me ally a lot younger than she is.
wrong -- I'm Opal is in her late 50s -- her
not a prude. "boyfriends" are 40 or younger.
By Abigail
But
Adam
I have no problem with
Van Buren
goes for days women dating younger men,
on end without wearing a stitch Abby, but these are guys who
unless we're going out or some- have been in jail and who have
one is coming over. He works had drug problems, emotional
in the yard, cuts the grass, hikes issues, etc. Because I am Opal's
in our woods naked -- and has best pal, I am the person whose
a head-to-toe golden tan.
shoulder she cries on when these
I don't mind seeing my hus- relationships don't work out.
band in the buff. He's clean and
I am tired of always hearing
well-groomed and nearly as trim the same old sob story. Someas when we first married. (We times I just want to slap some
both are.) My problem is. Adam sense into her. What should I
is constantly after me to join do when she calls me upset
him. I admire his nerve, but because she has been dumped
just can't bring myself to go again? I've had it, and I don't
outdoors with nothing on, despite know what to do. -- APPALLED
the privacy. My biggest hang- IN CLEVELAND
up is fear of getting caught.
DEAR APPALLED: Poor
Last month, Adam was mow- Opal appears to be desperate
ing the lawn and didn't hear the for companionship and incapable
UPS truck come down our long of learning from her mistakes.
driveway. Caught "red-handed,' The next time she calls to cry
he nonchalantly signed for the on your shoulder, give her the
package, wished the driver a good wake-up call she needs. Explain
day and went back to work. that if she's trying to hook a
The driver winked and gave me mountain trout, she shouldn't be
a thumbs-up as he drove away. fishing in a herring barrel. If
Should I give in to Adam's she takes offense, so be it -request and give his nude lifestyle because she's looking for love
a try? I know it would mean a in all the wrong places, and it
appears your friendship has pretty much run its course.

By The Amociated Press
as Capt. Dieudonne Costes and
Today is Wednesday, Sept. 2, Maurice Bellonte of Prance arrived
the 245th day of 2009. There are in Valley Stream. N.Y., aboard
120 days kit in the year.
their Breguet 19 biplane, which
Today's Highlight in History:
bore the symbol of a large quesOn Sept. 2, 1945. Japan for- tion mark.
mally surrendered in ceremonies
In 1935, a hurricane slammed
aboard the USS Missouri, ending into the Florida Keys, claiming
World War II.
more than 400 lives.
On this date:
In 1945, Ho Chi Minh declared
In 1666, the Great Fire of Lon- Vietnam an independent republic.
don broke out.
(Ho died on this date in 1969.)
In 1789, the United States TreaIn 1958, President Dwight D.
sury Department was established. Eisenhower signed the National
In 1864, during the Civil War, Defense Education Act, which proUnion Gen. William T. Shermim's vided aid to public and private
forces occupied Atlanta.
education to promote learning in
In 1901, Vice President such fields as math and science.
Theodore Roosevelt offered the
In 1969, the first automatic teller
advice, "Speak softly and carry a machine (ATM) to use magneticbig stick" in a speech at the Min- striped cards was opened to the
nesota State Fair.
public at Chemical Bank in New
In 1930, the first nonstop air- York. (Called a "Docuteller," it
plane flight from Europe to the was developed by Donald C. WetU.S. was completed in 37 hours zel.)

In 1998, a Swissair MD-11 jetliner crashed off Nova Scotia,
killing all 229 people aboard.
Ten years ago: It was announced
that President Bill Clinton and his
wife, Hillary, had signed a contract to purchase a $1.7 million
house in Chappaqua, N.Y., ending a monthslong guessing game
over where the couple would live
after leaving the White House.
Five years ago: President
George W. Bush pledged "a safer
world and a more hopeful America" as he accepted his party's
nomination for a second term at
the Republican National Convention in New York. A military jury
at Camp Pendleton, Calif., convicted Marine Sgt. Gary Pittman
of dereliction of duty and abuse
of prisoners at a makeshift detention camp in Iraq; Pittman was
sentenced to 60 days of hard labor
and demoted to private.

DEAR DR. GOTT': Recently.
my 15-year-old cousin developed
terrible pain in her pelvic area.
Her mother took her to a doctor
who ordered a blood test, and it
showed the presence of bacteria.
He thought it was in her uterus.
so he did a Pap smear. It was
her first one,
and she said
that she was
still a virgin.
Tlw doctor
gave her a
shot and pills
that she was
to take for a
week. Within
a few days.
she felt better and went
back to the
By
doctor for a
Dr. Peter Gott follow-up. He
told her that
her Pap was negative, but she
needed another one in six months.
Why were there bacteria in
her uterus? Where did they come
from? What is an STD? Can this
fiappen at any age, even to my
mother? Can it cause other problems or happen again? I need
answers.
DEAR READER: Unfortunately, there are no simple answers
to your questions. I will, however, attempt to provide some general information.
First, a Pap smear doesn't test
for infections; it is used to check
for signs of cervical cancer. Given
your cousin's pelvic pain, this was
probably precautionary and, in my
opinion, appropriate.
Next, bacteria are present in
and on our bodies. 'They can be
found on almost any external surface of our envirooments. In most
cases, they do not pose a threat
since our bodies are designed to
find and destroy the invaders before
they can cause illness.

000

Dr. Gott

Door Abby

esitract Bridge
The One and Only Chance
East dealer.
East-West vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q8 3
V A K 94
•7 6 3
•1065
WEST
EAST
•J 4
•K 7
V8 7 5 2
VQ106
•9 5
•A K J 8 2
*8 7 4 3 2
416Q J 9
SOUTH
•A 10 96 5 2
1113
•Q104
•A K
The bidding:
East
South West
North
I NT
2*
Pass
3*
Pass
4*
Opening !cad -- nine of diamonds.
Is attempting to make the contract, declarer must sometimes play
for a lie of the cards that is mathematically less likely than another
because the normally favored lie is
not possible in the actual circumstances.
Take this case where South
reaches four spades as shown and
West leads his doubleton diamond.
Last takes the A-K and returns a diamond. ruffed by West with the four.
West then exits with a club. South
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How your cousin got the bactens in her uterus is a mystery.
Causes range front inadvertently
wiping feces into the vaginal opening to lying about her sexual
activity. There is no conclusive way
to determine how she developed
the infection.
Bacterial infections can occur
in any person of any age. If
ignored or improperly treated, the
infection may worsen and spread.
Some infections may resolve without treatment over time but may
cause irreversible damage, regardless of what part of the body is
affected. Risk of recurrence is
always present.
An STD is a sexually transmitted disease. They are also more
appropriately called STIs (sexually transmitted infections), since
most of these conditions are, in
fact, bacterial or viral infections.
Chlamydia, gonorrhea, genital
wails or herpes, syphilis and HIV
are all examples of STDs/STIs.
For someone to become infected,
all it takes is the transfer of bodily fluids from the infected individual to the non-infected individual. This means that anyone
having unprotected sexual intercourse (including oral sex) is at
risk. This risk increases with the
number of sexual partners and other
types of behaviors such as drug
use or sharing needles.
If your cousin's mother is concerned. I recommend she sit down
with her daughter and have a
frank discussion. If necessary, they
can return to the physician for
his take on the situation and possible causes. In the meantime, I
urge your cousin to follow the
physician's advice and report any
symptoms she experiences back
to him. She may also benefit from
seeing a gynecologist who specializes in disorders of the female
reproductive tract.

DEAR ABBY: A single male
friend and I have had a running debate about the phrase "I
love you, but I am not IN love
with you." It came up again
with his telling another friend
he believes there is a big difference between the two.
I have been married for 20
years, and I told him that all
love starts out "in" love and
gradually becomes a more meaningful and everlasting love. Can
you settle this? -- TIRED OF
HEARING IT IN TEXAS
DEAR TIRED: You can love
more than one person at a time,
but to be IN love with someone implies that you are focused
only on that person and want
the relationship to be exclusive.
Although sometimes that feeling passes, other times it deepens into the emotion that you
described. In other words, when
it comes to love there are no
absolutes.
004

taking East's nine with the ace.
Declarer has lost the first three
tricks, so he must make the rest. This
means avoiding a spade loser with
the.opponents still in possession of
the K-1-7.
In isolation,the percentage play at
this point would be to cash the ace,
hoping the king was singleton in
either opponent's hand. This would
be superior to leading the queen from
dummy, which would win only if
West, specifically, had the singleton
jack.
But in the actual deal, declarer
knows at this stage that neither opponent can hold the singleton king.
With only 17 points in the East-West
hands combined, East must have the
king for his opening one-notrump
bid. Therefore, West cannot at this
point hold the singleton king.
Furthermore, East cannot have
the king singleton, since he would
not have opened one notrump with
only one spade in his hand.
These deductions leave declarer
with only one option — to play West
for the singleton jack. Accordingly.
at trick five he crosses to dummy
with a heart and leads the spade
queen, and East-West's potential
trump trick goes up in smoke.
Sometimes perceniages must take
a back seat to reality.

Tomorrow. The pressure principle.
• 2005 King Features `i.ndicate In.
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HOPE YOU PIPN'T
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1 Have a hunch
5 Lean
9 Meadow
murmur
12 Volcanic
emission
13 Cabbage
14 Overhead trains
15 Classical poet
16 In detail
(2 wds.)
18 Granules
20 Frankfort's st.
21 Anger
22 Flower product
26 Downpours
29 "Aye, aye"
follower
30 Stout
31 Beside oneself
32 Kind of talk
33 Timber
34 Sister
35 Iota
36 Date palm
locales
37 Rushed off

39 Wallet filler
40 Ouch!
41 Dizziness
45 Knickknack
stands
49 Powder,
to some
50 Lid
51 Missing
52 Mouse target?
53 Camp bed
54 Is idle
55 Dozes off
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17 Wall St. locale
19 Uh cousins
22 Bite
23 Art colony
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24 Burn soother
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THEY DON'T
HAVE WARDS
THEY'RE CALLED
TEACHERS

25 Lipstick
shades
26 Pretoria cash
27 Water,
in Tijuana
28 Atom fragments
29 Firmed up
32 Bean hull
33 Desires to
enter (2 wds.)
35 Gems
36 Above,
in verse
38 Monopolize
39 Course finales
41 Guarantee a
pension
42 Andes empire
43 Viscous
substance
44 Holds the
deed
45 Handy abbr.
46 Likewise
47 Unusually
bright
48 Louis XIV, e g.
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Murray State vs. Kentucky Wesleyan

THOROUGHBRED ROUNDUP

MEM 7 P.M. THURSDAYIWHERE: ROY STEWART STADIUM

Shuffling"Oositions
Boones INJURY FORCES

GRIFFIN TO MAKE
,MOVES, NELSON FINDS
HOME AT NEW SPOT
By MICIIMEL DANN
Sports Editor
The checklist for Matt Griffin is pretty
simple.
But then again, for three-plus years,
that's what he's been trying to do.
Griffin, who will usher in his fourth season at the helm of the Racers Thursday
night, will do so with Kentucky Wesleyan as
the opponent for the season opener at Roy
Stewart Stadium at 7 p.m.

Offensively, the MSU head coach wants
to take care of the football. In other words,
he wants to cut down on the turnovers,
which last season plagued the Racers more
than 28 times.
Defensively, it's pretty simple: make the
tackles. Special teams doesn't get any special treatment either. They just need to
"make a difference."
"Those are the three things that when we
sit here Thursday night talking, 1 want to
know we did," Griffin said.
The Panthers are already 0-1 to start the
season, falling to Indianapolis 31-3 on Aug.
27.
Thursday's game marks the second time
the Racers and Panthers will meet on the
gridiron. The two teams last met on Nov. 20,
1999, with the Racers coming away with a

53-0 victory at Stewart Stadium.
Murray State will also open its thirdstraight season on a Thursday evening. MSU
opened the 2007 season at nationally-ranked
Louisville before opening the 2008 campaign at home against Lambuth. •
The Racers are 11-1 in their past 12 home
openers dating back to 1997. The lone loss
came against nationally ranked Illinois State
in 2006. MSU is 2-1 in home openers under
Matt Griffin after back-to-back victories
over Lambuth the last two seasons.

IlsAigaio Fleas A Now Neese
DeAngelo Nelson, the 2009 Consensus
Draft Services Honorable
Mention
Preseason All-American and the Preseason
All-OVC Tight End will be starting the season at fullback.
•See RACERS,2C
MICHAEL DANN /Le File

Wes Cunningham was named the top prospect in the
Jayhawk Summer League by Baseball America recently.

1ST REGION ALL'A'CHAMPIONSHIP:
MURRAY 10,ST. MARY 0

'Breds' duo earns
national recognition
CUNNINGHAM, CRAYCRAFT
HONORED BY BASEBALL AMERICA
By NM Seeds Islenieslisa
After helping lead the El
Dorado Broncos to the 2009
National Baseball Congress
World Series, Murray State senbaseman
ior
first
Wes
Cunningham was named the top
prospect in the Jayhawk
Summer League by Baseball
America. Cunningham was not
the only 'Breds player to be recognized as senior right hander
Chris Craycraft was tabbed as
the league's ninth-best prospect.
Cunningham, who was also
named to the NBC All-America
Team, finished the summer with
a .395 average, 42 runs, 18 doubles, six triples, four home runs
and 39 RBIs. He was in a very
comfortable spot in the lineup,
hitting third behind 'Breds
teammates Kyle Tiernan and
Elliot Frey.
The Louisville, Ky. native
capped off his summer by sliding home with the championship
winning run in the bottom of the
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Ilth inning to give the Broncos
the 2-1 victory over the
Anchorage Glacier Pilots.
Craycraft was nothing short
of dominant over the summer as
the Lexington, Ky. native put
together a stretch of 26 innings
without allowing a run. He finished the season by going 6-1
with a 1.66 ERA. He allowed 12
earned runs on 56 hits and 47
strikeouts in 65.2 innings.
The duo of Cunningham and
Craycraft took home the top
honors in the Jayhawk League
as Cunningham was named the
most outstanding player, while
Craycraft was named the most
outstanding pitcher. The two
were also joined by Tiernan on
the All-Jayhawk League First
Team.
The 'Breds are coming off a
season in which they finished
34-21-1 overall and second
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference with a record of 138- I.

TOMMY DILLARD I Lodger & Times

Murray senior Carly Mathis battles a St. Mary player for this ball in Thesday night's First Region All'A'championship
game at Mallory Franc* Soccer Complex. The Lady Tigers defeated the Lady Vikings, 10-0.

witching sides
DEFENSE TAKES OFFENSE AS LADY TIGERS THRASH ST. MARY
By TOMMY DEMO
Sports Writer
ramatic moments
came at a premium in Murray's
10-0 trouncing of
St. Mary in the
First Region All
'A' championship
Tuesday night.
But Sarah Crouch will never
forget what happened at the

eleven-minute mark of the second half.
The senior sweeper got the
ball in the St. Mary box off a
throw-in from classmate Carly
Mathis and poked it past the
keeper for the Lady Tigers' ninth
goal of the evening.
It was an otherwise unremarkable set of events, but for
Crouch, who has spent her high
school career as a defender, it

was a moment she'll cherish.
"We're all seniors on
defense, so we thought it would
be really cool in our last All 'A'
region game if we'd all go up
there and try to score," she said.
"I just turned and hit the ball and
I was like, 'Wow, that just went
in.' I couldn't believe it."
Several other Lady Tiger
defenders had shots on goal, but
Crouch was the only member of

the unit who left Mailary France
Soccer Complex with a goal to
her name on Tuesday.
Except that she almost didn't.
"We actually marked it down
wrong in the dugout, gave it to
Chloe Farris," said head coach
Mickey McCuiston, whose front
line took on a much different
look in the second half as the
•See latiS, 2C

PREP GIRLS SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers overcome
deficit to beat Mayfield
MCCULSTON
COLLECTS
16 SAVES IN
DISTRICT MATCH
Staff Report
Calloway County rallied
from a 2-0 deficit to. defeat
Mayfield 5-2 in 2nd District
action Tuesday
night in
Mayfield.
The Lady Cardinals (I-5)
jumped on the visitors early,

scoring goals at the 35-minute
mark and 26-minute mark of the
first half.
..
Calloway (3-1) began tpku
back with a goal by Allie Iapiçl
off a Shauna Wicker assist:with
17:05 remaining in the
Neely Gallimore then evetied
the score at the 10-minute mark
of an assist by Bethany Flitrlair,
Harlan scored herself.. iith
less than two minutes rernitinleg
in the half to give the Lady
Lakers a 3-2 advantage td.the
.:
• •:II See SOCCER,2C „ •

YOUTH SWINIMING ROUNDUP

MYST welcomes Santiago to head coaching post
FoRmER UNLV
SWIMMER BRINGS
EXPERIENCE,
ENTHUSIASM TO
YOUTH PROGRAM
BY TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Longtime Murray Youth Swim Team
.organizer Rick McGee always thought
his head coaching gig would be temporary.
But until this summer. McGee had
never been able to find the person he'd

be willing to entrust with Calloway
County's only youth swimming program.
Enter Julie Santiago, a former collegiate swimmer at Nevada-Las Vegas
and youth coach at Las Vegas' Rebel
Aquatics.
Santiago moved to Murray this sum
mer with her husband, Joe, who was
hired as the facility manager at Murray
State's Regional Special Events Center
and Lovett Auditorium in April.
'Two of the couple's three children
are swimmers, and Santiago was naturally concerned about the access her
kids would have to the sport.
"I didn't want to move to a town and
have to tell my daughter, 'There's not a
swim team here, you can't he a swimmer anymore,— she said.

So she contacted McGee, who later
become one of the first to greet the family when they arrived in town.
Little did she know, he would soon
ask her to take the reins of the program
he built.
"When Rick wanted to talk to me
about the program. I said, 'Sure, I'd be
happy to volunteer, help out, whatever
you need,— she recalls. "He said. No,
we want you to he the head coach.' I
said, 'I'm sorry, I didn't hear what you
said.—
The offer came as a shock to
Santiago, but it was one she couldn•t
turn down. She hadn't counted on being
able to find a job as a swim coach in
Murray. In fact, she says the thought
never entered her mind.
Her primary locus was finding a

club that would serve as a source of
continuity for her children. She found
exactly that at MYST over the summer.
"Believe me. I wouldn't have said
yes if there wasn't a great foundation
already," she said. "I am just atnazed
and in awe at what Rick has created
here, and so very grateful."
Santiago qualified for the NCAA
Cnampionships in three events - 5(X)
freestyle, 200 backstroke and 200
freestyle ---- at UNLV in 1992.
She was a team captain during her
ju ,ior and senior seasons and assisted
the coaching staff while sitting out a
year after undergoing shoulder surgery.
She remained in Nevada until 2(X)8,
when she and her family moved to the
suburbs of Pittsburgh. Julie's native
city.

Now, the Santiagos find themselves
in Murray, and McGee couldn't he happier.
"Julie has been an absolute godsend," he said. "She's so well-trained
and she has a competitive swimming
background in college. We have the
chance to send a few swimmers to college on scholarship for the first time in
the next few years and she will he an
invaluable asset for them."
With a team that's approximately 60
percent female. McGee was also looking for a coach that would be better able
to relate to a majority of his swimmers.
Santiago recently held a 10-day
team camp in order to get to know the
swimmers and allow the swimmers to
adjust to her coaching style.
III See MYST, 2C
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CFS sweeps Murray,
gains district advantage
, •

Calaway Ca, 2, Reath 1
•
(Mem)
Christian Fellowship handed
Murray a 2-0 loss in 4th District
In a late-reported match from
action Tuesday night in Benton. Monday, Calloway County fell
The Lady Eagles took the 2-1 at Heath.
first game 25-12 and the second
The Lady Lakers won the
25-14 to improve to 2-1 in the
first set 25-23 then dropped the
district while Murray fell to I -I.
final two 25-14 and 25-8.
Lauren Dieleman notched
Lexie Watson scored II
seven assists and nine digs for
the Lady Tigers while Chelcie points and added two kills and
Winchester contributed 10 digs. six aces. Allison Rogers notched
nine points, four assists, three
Taylor Butler added four kills.
kills
and an ace while Samantha
In junior varsity action, the
Darnell
scored eight points, a
Lady Tigers also fell 2-0, losing
the first game 21-6 and the sec- kill and two aces.
ond 21-15.
In junior varsity action,
Alex Page notched three Calloway defeated Heath 2-1
assists for Murray and Aisha (21-13, 15-21, 21-12). Crystal
Fields added three kills.
Millard led the way with 19
points and an ace.
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PREP GOLF ROUNDUP

Tigers shut out
CCA on road

Butler leads Lakers
over CCA

Stiff Report
Murray notched its third consecutive shutout and fourth of
the season in an 8-0 victory over
Community Christian Tuesday
night in Paducah.
Matt Hines opened the scoring for the Tigers at the 39minute mark of the first half,
scoring on an assist from Alex
Bokeno. Bokeno assisted again
on Murray's next goal four minutes later as Jordan Benton
found net.
At the 33-minute mark, Matt
Hines found Bokeno, who
scored himself to give the Tigers
a 3-0 lead that stood until the 10minute mark, when Dillon Ward
scored off a Michael Mangold
assist.

Murray (5-1)added two more
goals before the half as John
Cohoon scored off a Ryan Miller
assist and Miller scored on a
penalty kick.
There was no scoring in the
second half until Bokeno scored
at the 19-minute mark and Miller
scored at the 5-minute mark to
make the score 8-0.
Murray outshot CCA 22-3 as
goalkeeper Will Hudson and
Brandon Kipphut notched one
and two saves, respectively.
CCA is in its first year of soccer and is attempting to develop
a program.
Murray hosts Mayfield in a
2nd District match Thursday.
Game time is set for 5:30 p.m.

•MHS
his team has turned the corner.
From Page IC
"I thought we played our best game
defense moved up.
• ."They were excited: they wanted all the against North Oldham (Saturday), even
seniors to score and we tried. We even had though we lost," he said. "That's the best
(goalkeeper) Morgan Graham up there. I'm team we've played. We got off to a little bit
of a slow start, but we're coming around.
not sure she's ever played offense before.Murray (5-2-1) scored once again with I'm hoping they're going to gel next Friday
just .under five minutes remaining in the night."
Tuesday's match could serve as a microgame to end it on mercy rule and advance to
the All 'A' sectionals, where they'll face cosm of the season-to-date for the Lady
University Heights in a game that will like- Tigers.
After Shelby Johnson scored the first
ly be played Friday, Sept. 11 in
goal of the night with just more than five
Hopkinsville.
No official date had been set as of minutes gone by, Murray went on a scoring
drought that lasted nearly 25 minutes.
Tuesday night.
Lyssie Wright's goal off a deflection at
Murray advanced to the All 'A'state tournament last season but was ousted in the the 15-minute mark opened the floodgates
and sparked the black and gold to three more
firt round by St. Henry.
:Advancing beyond the first round at state scores before the halftime whistle.
The game was played almost entirely in
is a chief goal for this year's squad.
If the Lady Tigers continue playing as the shadow of St. Mary's goal and Murray
they 'did Tuesday, it's a goal that might be had numerous scoring opportunities
throughout the first half. McCuiston attribwithin reach.
After a slow start to the season that saw uted the lack of offensive production in the
McCuiston's club suffer an unexpected loss early-going to nerves and ill-advised shots.
"We looked a little anxious," he said.
to Madisonville-North Hopkins and tie
against Heath, the third-year coach believes "They were taking their shots a little far oft.

We talked about it and they got it back
together. They knew coming in it was going
to be a little of a mismatch."
The Lady Tiger offense carried over its
late-first-half momentum into the second
period, scoring two goals in the first 15 minutes to build a 7-0 lead and capping off the
victory with three scores in the final 12 minutes.
Murray spread the wealth in regards to
scoring — Megg Hudson was the only Lady
Tiger to notch multiple goals on the night,
scoring two.
The black and gold also scored in many
different ways, including several of their
trademark crosses into the box.
"We've got some really strong cross
capabilities with Jaclin (Patterson) and
Carly (Mathis)," McCuiston said. "That is
part of our garneplan, but we're also trying
to not be quite so predictable this year,
because that's what we were last year."
St. Mary (0-5-1)continued its rocky start
to the season. After playing Reidland to a 33 tie in the season opener, the Lady Vikings
have been shut out in five consecutive
games and outscored 38-0.

•MYST
From Page IC
- • On Monday, MYST held its
first session of fall tryouts.
1wetity4ive children showed
up, far surpassing Santiago's
expectations.
The second and final tryout

session will be held at 5:15 p.m.
today at the Hospital Wellness
Center pool. Ages 5-18 are welcbme.
McGee will continue to
assist with the team and
Santiago will also have help

from assistant coaches Al
Farrell and Anne Ferguson, an
alumnus of the program and
2009 graduate of the Murray
High School swim team.
Ferguson qualified for state
twice during her high school
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career — as a member of the
200-freestyle relay team as a
junior and the 400 free relay as
a senior.
"Anne worked with my
daughter some this summer and
did amazing things with her,"
Santiago said. "Immediately, I
knew I had to reel her in. I've
placed a lot of responsibility on
Anne, but I hope I can be a valuable mentor to her."
For Santiago, being a mentor, to aspiring coaches and
swimmers alike is what coaching is all about.
"It's so cliche, but it means
so much to me to give back to a
sport that gave me so much,"
she said. "Swimming made me
who I am today, from my work
ethic to time management to the
relationships I've formed. I just
hope I can share some of that
passion."

action Tuesday at Murs*
Country Club.
On the boys side, the
Marshals posted a team score of
163 to edge the Tigers' 165. On
the girls' side, the margin was
just as slim as Marshall shot 208
as a team to Murray's 210.
OW Report
Jordan Smith paced the Tiger
Calloway County defeated
boys, shooting a 39. He was folCommunity Christian in a boysDavid
only match at Paxton Park in lowed by Jay Roth (40),
Vinson (41) and Ian Holmes
Paducah Tuesday.
Marshall County's Evan
The Lakers shot 166 as a (45).
took medalist honors with
Kelly
team to CCA's 178.
Ryan Butler led Calloway a two-over 38.
Murray's girls were pace0y
with a 40 while Chasten
Graham, who shot a 47
Beth
Howard, Daniel Harper and
medalist honors. She
took
Matt McReynolds each fired 42.
by Christina V
followed
I
Connor Wagner shot 45 and
and
(54)
Tinsley
Samantha
(53),
Jacob Reynolds shot 49 to round
Meredith Purdom (59).
out the Calloway contingent.
Devan Doss led the Lady
The Lakers host Mayfield
Marshals
with a 51.
today at Oaks Country Club.
Murray hosts Trigg County
Mardian Co. defeats Murray
Murray fell to Marshall and Carlisle County at Murray
County in both boys and girls Country Club on Thursday.

TIGERS,LADY
TIGERS FALL
TO MARSHALL

old

•Soccer
From Page IC
break.
The one-goal lead stood for
most of the second half, but
Wicker scored two goals in the
game's last five minutes to
account for the final margin.
She found the back of the net

on an Emily Chrisman assist
with 5:13 remaining and scored
unassisted at the 4:24 mark.
Haley McCuiston notched .16
saves in goal for Calloway while
the Lady Lakers fired 30 shots at
Mayfield, not counting the five
goals.

•Racers
From Page 1C

Estes helped Butler County
Community College to back-toback
NJCAA
National
Championships, earning anconference honors after recording 14 catches for 119 yards and
two touchdowns as a sophomore.
Mere Thai Meets The Eye
The season-ending injury to
Blake Booth does more than just
put a hole in the defensive line.
It also eliminates the Racers'
long snapper.
Spencer Gooch, a long snapper from North Oldham High
School, will fill in this season
for Booth and to date has met all
of Griffin's expectations.

"It puts our best 11 athletes
on the field," Griffin said. "It
really does. We're fortunate;
DeAngelo is an All-Conference
tight end. He can really help us
at the fullback position. He
makes us a lot better athletically.
We're fortunate to have a junior
college tight end, Alex Estes,
who has played well. DeAngelo
will still play some tight end. If
nothing else, it should give
teams some'problems, especially games 2, 3, and 4 as they start
to prepare for us."
Last season, Williams hauled
in 386 yards of offense with one
touchdown.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
NFL Caieridar
Sept. 5 — Roster cutdown to maximum
at 53 PIIIY•fll,
Sept 10 — Season opener
Oct. 12-13 — Fall owners meeting.
Boston.
Oct. 20 — Treding deadline.
Jan. 9-10, 2010— Wild card playoffs
Jan. 16-17 — Divisional playoffs.

Jan 24 — Conference championships.
Jan. 31 — Pro Bowl, Miami
Feb 7 — Super Bowl, Miami
Feb. 24-March 2 — NFL combine,
Indianapolis
March 5 — Free agency begins
March 21-24 — Annual owners meeting. Orlando, Fla.
April 22-24 — NFL draft

Eighth Annual

Dr. James W. Hammack, Jr.
Scholarship Banquet
Dr. John F. Marszalek
Giles Distinguished Professor of History Emeritus
Mississippi State University

Commilder in Cider
September 19, 2009
7:00 p.m.
Canis Center Ballroom,
Murray State University
Banquet Tickets: $40 per person/open to the public

Proceeds to benefit the
Dr. James W. Hammack, Jr. Scholarship

II!1)0

lrebsue ofMurray .tiite ,11111.er,
I

Sponsored by Murray State University's Department of History
Reservations required: 270-809-2234 or
kay.hays@murraystate.edu
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MEET A RACER
LANE

OL • 6-4 • 295 - SR

DE • 6-7 • 270 - SR

Eric Ornella is a 2009
Preseason All-OVC offensive
guard who last season appeared in
all 12 games at right tackle. He
helped a rushing offense that garnered 150 yards in four straight
games, including a season-best
284 yards and five touchdowns
against Tennessee lech. Ornella.
at 6-foot-4 and 295 pounds, also
anchored a line that allowed just
19 sacks in 407 pass attempts.
Since 2006, Ornella has started in
no less than 11 games.

No player has received more
preseason pub than Murray
State's Austen Lane, from being
named the 2009 Consensus Draft
Services
Preseason
FCS
Defensive Mayer of the Year to
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Preseason Player of the Year.
Lane's also been named to the
2009 Consensus Draft Services
Preseason First Team AllAmerica Team and is on the Buck
Buchanan Award Watch List.
Standing in at 6-foot-7 and
270 pounds, this senior registered
12 sacks last season for a total of
108 yards lost on offense, to go
along with 63 tackles.

Talk about entering your
senior season, your conditioning
and how you have been preparing yourself?
Physically, conditioning for
practice is an all-summer ordeal.
think we ran like a cross country
team during the summer. In fall
practice, we will do some conditioning, but it's really the offseason that gets you ready for fall
camp.
In four seasons, what was the
most difficult season that you
can recall having to go through?
My freshman year, trying to
grasp everything. We had about
three weeks to learn the offense.
Then there was the whole transition from coach Panunzio to
coach Griffin and what he wanted
to do. That wasn't too much fun.

What was your most dlcult season you can remember
enduring and why?
My freshman season for sure.
It was the heat, probably more
than anything for me. Being a
northern boy, I was kind of used
to the cooler temps and then
came down here about two days
before the first practice and that
probably wasn't one of my
smarter ideas .1 think the second
day of practice, I went down and
passed out a little bit.

Talk about the offensive side
of the ball and what has
Impressed you the most about it
so far in fall camp?
The offensive line. I go against
Milt about the other side of Stephen Huff everyday and he's
the football, defense, and what really stepped his game up a lot. I
has impressed you most about remember last year, I was in Jeff
Ettrhardt's lap a lot and I would
that unit so far in fall camp?
Without Nathan Williams, I let him know about it. This year,
think you can expect a little bit of they are blocking me better and I
a drop off, but they still have can't get to Jeff as much, so the
Tamar Butler and Zach Kutch tables have turned and now Jeff is
back there. The biggest improve- talking smack to me, but the 0ment has to be Tyler Evans. He is line has really stepped up and the
a tough guy to block and I hate fullback play has been remarkable.
doing it everyday.
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LIKE COACH, RACER PLAYERS
EAGER FOR COMPETITION
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
usten Lane has staples in his chin and
the season hasn't even started yet.
But in a way, it's kind of fitting
that the senior defensive end does
have staples and that he spoke to
members of the media on Monday
with teammate Eric Ornella by his
side.
The two have been staples of this current Racer
class since they were introduced to college football
four years ago.
The culmination for the two, however, starts
Thursday night with the season opener at Roy
Stewart Stadium against Kentucky Wesleyan at 7
p.m.
Both agreed that no matter the opponent, there
are two things that excite them—one being they get
to go up against someone in something other than a
Murray State jersey and second, the season is finally here.
' "We have Kentucky Wesleyan on Thursday and I
am pretty excited to hit someone else besides Austen
Lane," Ornella said. "They look pretty good up
MICHAEL DANN / L&T File
front, they definitely have the size and we have a lot
Eric Omens
of respect for them and hopefully we can get a win."
Lane stated that while the Panthers may not be o
the same ilk as North Carolina State or any Ohio
Valley Conference school for that matter, all opponents this season will receive the same amount o
attention and respect.
"We're not taking this team lightly at all," he
said. "They're coming into Murray State and they
have nothing to lose. That's the most dangerous
opponent,the one that has nothing to lose. We're not
taking them lightly."
, Both also agreed that they are more partial to the
Thursday night game, much to the chagrin of their
head coach Matt Griffin, who, if he had his druthers,
would play every game on Saturday at 11 a.m.
"I like Thursday night games, especially at
Murray State," Cornelia added."More students come
out and the schedule is a little different. You have
class till about noon and then you have the rest o
the day off. You try to get mentally prepared f
everything else, but I just think the attendance will
be higher for a Thursday game. I really enjoy the
MICHAEL DANN / L&T File
atmosphere."
Austew.Lane
"Absolutely, any night game. I like to be a part
of," Lane said. "Students are out there and really, if it's at night, whatever night it is, I'm having fun."
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SCHEDULE
DATE
9-3
9-12
9-19
9-26
10-10
10-17
10-24
10-31
11-7
11-14
10-30

(AN times P.M.)
OPPONENT
TIME
KY. WESLEYAN
7
at NC St.
5
at Missoun St.
7
EASTEPN KENTUCKY •
JACKSONVILLE St.'
3
at Tennessee St.'
6
at UT Martin"
6
1
EASTERN ILLINOIS'
AUSTIN PEAY*
1
at SENO*
1
at Tennessee Tech'
1:30

• -Designates Ohio Valley
Conference Games

2008 OHIO
VALLEY
CONFERENCE
STANDINGS
Conf.
7-1
Eastern Kentucky
Jacksonville State
6-2
UT Martin
6-2
Tennessee State
5-3
Murray State
4-4
Eastern Illinois
3-5
Southeast Missouri State 2-6
Austin Posy
2-6
1-7
Tennessee Tech

Ow
8-4
8-3
8-4
8-4
5-7
5-7
4-8
2-9
3-9

What's Your #

Murray State opens i 85th
season of football Thursday
night against Kentucky
Wesleyan. Thursday's game
Is also Faculty/Staff
Appreciation night at Stewart
Stadium.

1 Large
1 Topping Pizza
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Dine-In or Carry Out

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m. - Midnight
759-8866
1005 Arcadia Circle • Murray
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U.S. agriculture
Interests split
over climate bill
ay SIARSKRY A. RIM

rushed the study to address seni9.ssociated Press Writer
ators' concerns after the House
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — passed its bill in June. The
Climate change legislation Senate is expected to vote this
before Congress could be an fall.
economic godsend to farmers
"We still have a question
and ranchers. Or it could be an about how is this going to
enormous financial burden.
impact livestock, corn, soy:It depends on whom you ask, beans and wheat in our state,"
and not even farmers and ranch- said lohanns, who was agriculers agree on the matter.
ture secretary from 2005-2007
Those who are against the bill under President George W.
say it would lead to skyrocket- Bush. 'This makes no sense to
ing fuel and fertilizer costs, cut- me whatsoever. Why would the
fing into farmers' and ranchers' leadership of the House ... put a
already unpredictable profits. bill out when they hadn't had
Those who support it contend analysis on the ag sector? That
any losses would be more than not only impacts farmers and
made up for through a provision ranchers, it impacts conthat would allow companies to sumers."
meet their pollution targets by
However, the
National
investing in offset projects, such Fanners Union backs the legisas farms that capture methane or lation, provided the USDA
plant trees.
administer the agriculture offset
The legislation would cap program and those already pracemissions from major industrial ticing carbon-reducing techsources, including power plants, niques be rewarded for efforts.
factories, refineries and electric"These guys that are screamny and natural gas distributors. ing that it's going to drive costs
Emissions from agriculture through the roof ... all of the
would be excluded.
credible economic research
.A U.S. Department of that's been done really disAgriculture report concluded proves that," said National
that if the proposal passed, Farmers Union president Roger
farmers and others in agriculture Johnson.
could see an initial I percent to
He also said that energy costs
7.2 percent loss in income due could soar even without the legto increased costs in energy and, islation and noted that global
theftfore, fertilizer — which warming could wreak havoc on
requires a great deal of energy the food supply.
to be produced. Those losses
"All of the climate change
would he far outweighed by the research says we're going to see
tens of billions of dollars farm- more flooding, wmore droughts,
erS we expected to rake In for we're going to see higher temprojects to reduce greenhouse peratures, we're going to see
gases in years to come, the more pests, we're going to see
report said.
more diseases," he said. "All of
Buz Sen. Mike Johanns. R- these things are going to require
Neb., said the report is incom- significant adaptation cost
plete and believes the USDA increases for agriculture."

AP Photo/The ledger Independent, Terry Prather::

RESTORING HISTORY: Trying to beat the afternoon heat, John Murphy of Maysville, recent* used a sandblaster to clean the.
surface of this 1955 Chevrolet.

ID theft ring included wig-wearing check casher
fly JENNIFER KAY

charge of conspiracy to commit bank fraud.
Young was the girlfriend of
one of the ringleaders, U.S.
Marshals Service spokesman
Barry Golden said Tuesday.
"She was a major check casher," Golden said.
Victims were targeted in D.C.,
Maryland, Virginia, Illinois and
elsewhere. Among them: Anna
Bernanke, whose purse was
stolen outside a Capitol Hill coffee shop in August 2008.
Someone started cashing checks
using the Bernankcs' bank
account days later.
a

Associated Press Writer
MIAMI(AP)— A sophisticated identity theft ring that counted Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke's wife among its
victims didn't stop at stealing
electronically. Authorities said
Tuesday it also sent a woman
wearing a variety of wigs into
bank branches to drain their
accounts in person.
Shonya Michelle Young, 38,
of Myrtle Beach, S.C., was
expected to appear in Miami
federal court Tuesday afternoon.
She was being held at the federal detention center in Miami on

According to District of
Colombia police, the purse contained Anna Bernanke's Social
Security card, checkbook, credit
cards and IDs. It has not been
revealed how much money was
stolen from the couple.
When Young was arrested
Monday at a corporate apartment complex near Miami
International Airport, authorities
said she had a fraudulent New
York driver's license and a Visa
debit card under the name
Deborah L. Taverna, along with
several wigs.
"She had about three wigs that

she would wear to mimic her
victims or change her appearance," Golden said.
Young would impersonate the
victims to obtain fake IDs and
cash illegal checks, draining
their bank accounts, authorities
said.
U.S. Marshals initially sought
Young at her South Carolina
home, but she had fled to
Miami. Niue of the ring's methhers have been arrested, Golden
said. They were identified in en
investigation by the U.S. Postal
Inspection Service, the Secret
Service and D.C. police.
•

itiulutrio ive Pre-owned Specials
2008%yob'P1 Cruliscw 4x4
55,000 Miles, Heated
Loather, Alloy Wheels,7
Passenger.
Wt.OP72$13

10,000 Mites,
TIC,PW,PL,CD,
Auto., Allgerlir
leels.
Stk.

2007 Toyota FJ
Cruiser 4x4
cv)

(.. P
:ih!ft

'

C.)
4f)

$24,989*
al Ali.6 Ak Ab„.46„. Ah.
58,000 Mlles,
Leather, Moonroof,
Polished Wheels.
Stk. OTC0036A

61,000 Mlles, All Wheel
Drive, Heated Leather,
Polished Alloy Wheels.
Stk. OP7292

36,000 Mlles,
TIC, PW,PL, CD,Alloy
Wheels, Spoiler.
OP7261

$20,952*
2009 Dodge Journey Si
24,000 Miles,
TIC, PW,PL, CD,
Tinted Windows.
Stk. OGT9215A

2003 Cadillac CTS

2003 Pontiac Bonneville 5911

61,000 Mlles.
Stk. OP7295

62,000 Miles,
Supercharged, Leather,
Moonroof, Chrome
Wheels. Stk.1,7290

Tilectaknor. All prices plus tax, title and license additional. $149 doc fee Included. Soms photos for Illustration putposes.

"Whatever it takes, we wait to be your car or truck company."
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